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• UM3ine hockey
NCAA strikes UMaine hockey program
Bears must forfeit 14 games from 1991-1992 for using ineligible Ingraham
By Chad Finn
Sports Editor
Number 31, Cal Ingraham
(Boyd photo.)
Ihe University of Maine hock-
ey team has learned that they must
forfeit their first 14 games of the
1991-92 season as the result of
using an ineligible player.
The National Collegiate Ath-
letic Astoination informed liMaine
Athletic Director Mike Plos7ek
Tuesday that the Black Bears would
have to forfeit all games that cur-
rent Ukiaine senior nght a ing Cal
Ingraham appeared in dunng the
first semester of the 1991-92 school
year
Ingraham a as suspended by the
NCAA for the first 14 garnet of- the
1993-94 season 12 days ago for an together and counted when some
internal coding certification mit- of them shouldn't have. The sad
take regarding his athletic eligibil- thing is that if we had knoa rt, the
ity a hen he transferred to 1.7Maine mistake could easily have been
from the Air Force Academy prior corrected by Cal taking a summer
to the 1990-91 season. class."
Ingraham sat out the entire University of Maine coach
1990-91 season under N('AA Shawn Walsh expressed shock
guidelines. but he should have also when he heard the latest ruling.
had to miss the first semester --- a and said that its not fair that the
total of 14 games — due to the program is being punished twice
violation that incorrectly had him for something that he had corn-
hoed a-. • internal transfer rather pletely nothing to do anti.
than an external transfer "It's a case of double jeopar-
-What happened a as that we dy Walsh said "Cal. and no% the
had Cal lived as as a transfer from entire team, are being punished for
the ('flu'.entity College rather than something that was a harmless,
from the Air Force,- Plotzek said,
"So all of his credits got hunched
See NCAA on page 1-
• General Student Senate
Orenduff, Pearl Jam discussed at GSS
By Ryan McKinney
Staff Writer
Nitchael OrendutY. Pearl Jam,
Student legal Seri ices and Colvin
flaIl were the pnmars topics of
discussion at the General Student
Senate meeting held last night in
Nei ilk Hall
Near the conclusion of the
meeting. Bill Reed. the Universi-
ty of Maine student body rem-
sentatii e to the hoard of trustees.
announced that Orenduff is the
recommended name for a nett
chancellor of the Universtty of
Maine system Reed said the
search committee for the chancel-
lor had seven names on its list two
weeks ago and the committee
would select three finalists to
present to each of the seven uni-
versity campuses The march corn -
mi nee would then make a recom-
mendation for a chancellor to the
Br )1' at their November meeting
Shellie Batuski, director of Student Legal Services, addresses
provides (Boyd photo)
GSS about the services SLS
In a press release received
yesterday afternoon. Patricia M.
Collins. chair of the University of
Maine tystem board of trustees
said that Orenduff s -preferred
characteristics" led the commit-
tee to the consensus to decide not
To invite the other candidate. to
make the originally planned cam-
pus visits.
Reed said Collins explained in
a discussion held last night that
she felt ()remit:ft was "heads and
See GSS on page 9
• Pros and cons
Values of
Greek system
addressed
By Nicolas Bresinsky
Volunteer Writer
What is the value of the Greek
sy item here at the t 'niversity of
Maine? There are many issues
that have been raised concern-
ing Greek life and it seems al-
most everyone has an opinion.
Several campuses around the
country have answerer! questions
cu. cluing the worthiness of the
Greek system by eliminating fra-
ternities and sororities altogeth-
er. Other campuses have man-
dated that Greek houses become
co-ed if they want to maintain
their recognition
Cnns Farmer, president of
the InterFraternity Council, re-
sponded to this trend by ,taxing
that Hamilton College is 80 per-
cent Greek.
len Monihan, president of the
Panhellenic Council, said the de-
cline of Greek activity is *mike-
tirin nf the 5!7t- t,:-hool. not
masitsquas- of the t keek system
"People get involved in res-
idence halls." Monihan said.
William Lucy. dean of Stu-
dent Actii nes, said he believes
the trend of small liberal art',
colleges opting tochange orelim-
inate the Greek system is hated
on bylaws prohibiting gender dis-
cral ion
At UMar tie the Greek sysann
is -very relei ant" aozording to
Lucy. -Them it no question in
my mind, they have, do and will
serve me university."
Lucy commented that the fra-
ternities and aornOties otter slot
to the individual and commimity
"It's a great managerial op-
portunity." Lucy said
See GR.E1SKS on page 5
• University dub searches for a home
Faculty sill looking for a place to lounge
By Chris DeBeck
Staff Writer
After basing no place to call
home for two years. a remanent
facility may someday house the
I 'no ersity Club
The filmier location of the lim-
y. sits Club. the Peabody Lounge
in the Mernonal Union. it now
open to students
A group of faculty members.
headed by ascot-late botany Pro-
fessor Doug Celinas and mathe-
matics Professor Earl Beard. are
trs inc to revive the club and estab-
lish a permanent location
One possible site for the club it
Hannibal Hamlin Hall. currently
used at ternpeari office space for
the Registrar and Student Aid de
partrnenti
.Anita ihr'.. director of into
nominal planning. said the north-
ern third of the building could he
used as a starting point for the club
"If the club is successful, it
could eventually move to the sec-
ond and third floor,- she said
Nilo* renovations would need
to he made to the building, which is
mit handicap accessible The uni-
versity system architect has drawn
up peel immars sketches for the 11.4*
of Hannibal Hamlin. Wihry said
The whole idea of the club relo-
eating is still preliminary . with no
final decisions made yet
"I'm not sure at this point what
will happen.- Wihry
The University Cluh ttarted,
Beard said. as 3 small group of
faculty . oaf!, professional people
and alumni The club wat anchored
in the Ford Room and the Peabody
Lounge
The club rem . reaching a peak
of approximately 9(1) members
about four or five y-ear' ago Mem-
bership declined coon after
A number of factors contrihuted
to the decline. Beard said, includ-
ing the changing of the Ford Roorn' s
function hy Campus living
When the PeabodyI ounge was
opened to students 3 need to relo-
cate to another location on cam-
pus. with help from the president's
office, became apparent
'The president made a commit-
ment to relocate the Peabody
otinge," Gelinas said "Money %tat
given to the university a-hen the
Union was built for a lounge con-
structed for faculty and alumni"
After scouting the basement of
Fernald Hall and hnetly consider-
ing Colvin Hall. the Hannibal Ham-
lin option was explored
"No one thought about what to
do voth Hannibal Hamlin.- Beard
said
The eventual location of the
kiimge. Beard said. will depend
upon what space it available on
campus
"Ideally. I'd like the trip floorot
the library. because It 's cenrraiti
located." he said. "or even the pres-
idents house
"Those people. though. aren't
willing to give up space"
A final decision on the reloca-
tion of the Peahods Lounge will he
made tn. Hutchinson
The Maine Campus, Wednesday, October 27, 1993
WorldBriefs
• Haiti's military commander demands amnesty for self
• Ulster Freedom Fighters kill garbage men
• Talks easing concerns over North Korea's nuclear program_
• Haiti on the brink
Gen. Raoul Cedras demands amnesty
1 PORT- AU-PRINCE, Haiti (AP) —A quick end
 to Haiti* s political crisis seemed
tied to the ever-slimmer chance that lawmakers can convene Tuesday to consider a
demand by the country 's militars commander for a blanket amnesty
Lt. Gen Raoul Cedras has said he might quit and allow elected President Jean-Bertrand
Aristide to return, but only if parliament grants amnesty to those involved in murders since
Aristide was toppled by the army two years ago
Cedras. ssho helped oust Aristide in the bloody coup, also wants his replacement to he
named from among his three top aides
The United Nations wants Cedras to fulfil! his earlier agreement to step down and for
parliament to approve separation of the country's police force from the military , another
point in the U.N -sponsored agreement to bring back Aristide on Saturday
Cedras and Robert Malval. Aristides premier. met for nearly three hours Monday at
Mahal s residence But Frantz Voltaire. Malval*s chief of staff, said no agreement was reached
on secunty for pro-Anstide legislators, a key point if parliament is to achieve a quorum.
lawmakers and foreign diplomats say they fear for the pro-Aristide legislators* safets.
despite army assurances Political killings and may hem (is arms-backed gunmen have
followed such assurances in the past
If the parliament does not meet I think there lk ill he a problem:* Voltaire said He
looked drawn after the meeting with Cedias, who smiled and waved to reporters as his
motorcade roared off
Amid a crush of reporters waiting outside Malval's residence were two unemployed
men who said they were there to defend dernoc-rac
Alexander. 41. said they were "mustering up all our strength in support of Malval We
can't take much more of this suffering • He did not give his last name for (carol retribution
• Potential for peace
North and South Korea
to exchange envoys
ggib SEOUL. South Korea AP) — North and South
Korea reportedly neared agreement Monday on ex
changing presidential envoys. raising hopes that nu-
clear tensions on the divided peninsula might he resolved
through dialogue
Also Monday. South Korean Foreign Minister Han
Sung mo said Seoul may appro% e a package deal in which
Washington considers diplomatic ties ssith North Korea in
exchange for nuclear inspections there
The developments Monday were the first signs of progres,
in months of talks aimed at resols ing concerns that North
Korea is developing nuclear weapons North Korea ha,
blocked international inspections of its nuclear sites
International experts say North Korea may have enough
plutonium to make one or tw °atomic- weapons by 1995 The
North maintains. however. that Its nuclear program is purely
for peaceful purposes
As long as conditions are ripe. and there is no risk fact. w
we need to consider all possible meths's:. Han told reporter,
A package dea one of the methods under consideration
• Worries about Russia
Ukraine to keep long-
range nuclear warheads
4 KIEV. Ukraine Ar -- Leaders of Ukraine'sparliament. citing instability in Russia. Monday turned
down a strong appeal by Secretary of State Warren
Christopher to get rid of all its long-range nuclear weapons
and min the Nuclear Non-Proliferation 1 reaty
The head of the foreign relations committee said the
former %co it, republic night has to keep its 46 SS-24
missiles v. ith 460 warheads for 21 scars
'It depends on the foreign pi,h, Dmytro
Pas lvJtkit told a reporter ' In talking % ith Chnstopher we
explained we needed a U S secunts guarantee
That, he said. would prompt 1 'A raine to dismantle all of
its 130 SS-19 missiles with 7X0 warheads under the 1991
Strategic Arms reduction Treaty
Valentyn Eemish, chairman of the defense committee,
nodded his head in agreement. while Stepan Khmara, head
of the 1. lraiman Consenative Republican parts . said in a
separate interview ' 'I don't see a possibilits to guarantee
our cecunty if we do not have nuclear weapons. especially
at a time when Russia pushes its imperialist policies
L
• The Green Line
 .0011•1•1111ffir.i.
UN monitors continued fighting
2 fighting between supporters of two ri% al militia leader, eased to sporadic gunfire.!MOGADISHU, Somalia
 (AP) -- Snipers exchanged potshots Tucsday as fierce
The Green EMe. ss hich separates Mogadishu into the southern half controlled hs.
Gen Mohamed Farrah Aidid, and the northern section where Ali Mahdi Mohamed holds
sway, was largely quiet It had been the site of heavy gunfire Monday, whe
n at least 10
people were killed.
The remaining hot-spot was near the Sahafi Hotel. where most journalists stay. After
couple of hours' respite in the middle of the night. the shooting in an adjacent neighborhood
resumed about 3 a m tcxias and continued with occasional shots and bursts throughout the
morning
At least three bullets ripped through the hotel's stucco walls. on one occasion 'sr:A,
plaster an reporters who had taken refuge in a hall The blasts of two rocket-propei
grenades shook the building, which overlooks the key Kilometer Four intersection.
U.N. officials, trying to avoid being drawn into the fracas, monitored the fighting with
U.S. helicopters that circled overhead periodically
Aidid called a unilateral cease-fire Oct 9 in his running battles with U.N. troops I s
forces didn't appear to have come under attack in the factional fighting, but the I 9-mor.'
old truce between All Mahdi and Aidid appeared tribe dead.
The latest fighting began early Mondas morning as supporters of Ali Mahdi tried to
cross the Green Eine for what was touted as a peace rally
Aidid's faction had warned against coming into his territory, calling the ralls a
provocation to disrupt Aidid's cease-fire
In addition to the 10 dead. U.N. officials said 45 other people were treated Monday at
two U N -affiliated hospitals The actual casualts figure w a, expected to he higher.
2
• Northern Ireland violence
Two dead, five injured
e BELFAST. Northern Ireland r — Assailants
a shot and killed two people and injured five in a
Roman Catholic arez, of west Belfast Tuesday . the
Royal Ulster Constahulars said
The shooting during a shift change at a ...its operated
garbage truck depot. Lame as religious and politic al leaders
in Northern Ireland called for calm following the weekend
IRA bombing that killed 10 people
"It would appear a car pulled up at the cleansing depot
and at least two gunmen got out, entered the depot and
sprayed the workers with gunfire." said RUC assistant
chief constable Ronnie Flanagan
The t Islet 1 reedorn Fighters a pro British Protestant
outlaw gang. claimed responsibilits tor the sectarian re
cenge killing that brought to 14 the number of people killed
in Belfast %MCC an IRA bomb Saturdas left 10 dead
A Catholic man was slain Monday night in north Belfast
and the pro Brit ish extremist ITIcter Volunteer FORT claimed
responsibility in a call to a local radio station
4
\.>
• Walkout widens
Air France pilots and
airport workers strike
In PARIS APi Carrying glowing red flares and
a coffin representing ailing Air France. thousands (if
strikers marched on Paris airports Tuesday as a two-
week -old Sk a I kout widened to pilots and airport worker.
flight display hoards blacked out and check -in lines
were snarled, hut an airport spokesman insisted foreign
airline, were little-affected (is the walkout at Orly and
('hark". de Gaulle airports
While the w Mtn strike was tit last iinly 24 hours. unior
leaders for the ground workers vowed to continue the:
w attain! until the government agrees in writing tit scrap plans
tit cut 4.000 lobs at the rnones -losing state-owned airline
The strike cmting tens of millions ot dollars co far. has
posed the biggest challenge. vet ii the h rmtnth old conser-
vative gosernrnent of Premier Edouard Balladur He has
promised cut a huge government deficit and set 1 off 21 state
owned c.imparnes
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• Column
Sex Matters
Q: I am inclined to-
ward dominance & sub-
mission. For as long as I
can remember. I hare
been turned on to a large
degree by the idea of a
variety of scenarios -
bondage, ropes, leather
whips, chains. Though I have had -nor-
mal" heterosexual relationships, none
have really been able to hold my interest
for an extended period. I always seem to
end up either engaging in a D&S fantasy
while making love to my partner or read-
ing some smuttish fetish literature at an
adult bookstore. The reason lam writing
is that, so far, I has e been able to locate
rery little information on this type of
alternatire sexual hellos int-. Perhaps you
could mention this topic for those of us in
the minority.
A Well. here it goes. Let me begin by
defining a few things. Sexual sadomasoch-
ism 1S&M) refers to receiving sexual arousal
and pleasure by inflicting or receiving phys-
ical or emotional pain Sadists obtain their
pleasure by inflicting pain: masochists obtain
their pleasure by receiving pain. The pleasure
often conies from actina out fantasy situa-
tions of dominance and submission. One
form of S&M is Bondage and Discipline
B&D)orDominance and Sul: nission (D&S
in which one partner is physically bound or
tied up and the other administers discipline
that is stem, humiliating. IN degrading, such
as spankings As you might guess. finding a
willing partner can he a problem, that's why
you see clubs in various cities tie, Eulen-
spiegel Society) designed for such sexual
services. It certainly can he land is) safely
enjoyed by partners as a sexual variation and
a living out of fantasies. For many, such
actiN its is only an occasional occurrence !do
want iii note that some degree of domination
and submission is present in many sexual
relationships Sadomasochistic feelings are
also widespread on a fantasy level While
many people have these fantasies, few act
them out The problem anses when someone
interested in S&M forces this behavior on an
by Sardy Caron
unwilling partner. Why do people have such
desires' Thete hasn't been a lot of research,
but those who have investigated the cause
suggest that it finds its roots in childhood - -
when sexual excitement was paired with pun-
ishment Why would a couple engage in such
behavior? People may he drawn to S&M as a
form of sexual expression because they are
bored and looking for new taboos to break,
because it is a way to ex press resentments and
anger under the guise of a game, and because
it may provide couples with an escape from
the routine, restrictive behasior of everyday
life. Hope that helped It's definitely a taboo
topic - people who are interested in such
behavior find it hard to discuss openly with
others
Sandral. Caron is Assistant Professor of
Family Relations in the Department of Hu-
man Development She teaches CHF 351:
Human Semi-airs in the Spring vemester
Quenionc for Or Caron should he sent di-
rectly to The Maine Campus. basement of
Lord Hall Copyright Sandra 1_ Caron, 1993.
• Elections
Canadian conservatives wiped
TORONTO t AP) - in an election that
reunitc the political map of Canada. lean
Chretien' Liberals rolled to an unexpectedly
strong victory and the separatist Bloc Quebe-
cois emerged as the second-strongest party.
Prime Minister Kim Campbell and her
Pmgressive Conservatives - who won stun-
ning s ictones in 19144 and 1988 under Roan
Mulroney - crashed Monday, leaving the
party in tatters
In an equally stunning development, the
Bloc Quebecois pronounced k ay -bec-KW A
garnered enough support in French-speaking
Quebec to squeak by the Alberta-based Re-
form Pan' and capture the role of official
opposition in the House of Commons
Voters turned to Chtrtien because he cam-
paigned on a promise to deal with Canada's
No 1 issue: creating jobs to tackle Canada's
1 1.2 percent unemployment
When the political bloodletting was over
early today:. Chretien•c Liberals had won 178
of the 295 seats in the Commons and assured
themselves a majority government The l'on-
servati NTS had plunged from 155 seats to two,
an unprecerk. iited defeat The socialist New
Ultima fats nearly matched them in ignomi-
ny dropping from 43 seats to eight
HEALTHY
APPETITE?
SUBWAY'
buy two regularly priced
sandwiches and get the
third one frce•
827-5030
•,* equal ca Ina value
vac, exprors 11
The Bloc Quebecios. which campaigned
only in Quebec. swept up 54 seats, and the
upstart Reform Party captured 52 seats, all
but one of them in the West_
"Tonight the political landscape of Can-
ada has been significantly altered and a dif-
ferent political era has begun: declared Pre
'ton Manning. the leader of Reform, which
had only one member of parliament before
Monday's election
The Cons.ers an VC defeat was so vast that
it could not he attributed to any one miscue
In the East, they were blown out ci the pic are
by Liberals. in the West their se ets went to
Reform. The Bloc Quebecois gobbed their
electorate in Quebec
When the campaign began 47 lays ago.
Campbell came out of the blocks qui irly with
MANI INFINAATSI
largest Library of labinsila be U
IVO TOMS ALL SLIUEC73
order Claim To wet, visa MC a CU'
111, 111-3511222
Or. rush $2 00 to Ilootardi Infonaalisat
'on knrio M, 11206-A tlut Angel, -A 9032: 4
out by liberals
high popularity ratings But she stumbled and
then gnsind to a halt under the weight of
Mulmney s disastemus economic legacy and
the worst-run campaign in recent history
Campbell, who made news in June when
she became Canada's first female prime min-
ister, was even ousted in her own Vancouver
district
"Success was not ours tonight, she ad-
mined, but added, • 'Our time in the sun will
come again "
In his victory speech early today, the 59-
year-oid ("hirben promised to curls the Liber-
als' reputanon for spending. put Canada's un-
solved bickering between French and English
on the badi shelf and focus on the economy
• Barnes & Noble perks
A&M officials
witled and dined
AUSTIN. Team IAP) -- After landing a
SIO million contract to operate a university
bookstore, Barnes & Noble Flookstotrs Inc.
paid for school off cials to travel to New Yott
incomplete the dc ( hir official says they were
put up at expensive hotels, and pmvided with
limousines and Broadway' tickets
Ross M argra sec, chairman ofTexas A& M
University's board of regents. told The Asso-
ciated Press the cianpany paid for at least four
trips, during which he stayed at such hotels as
the Waldorf-Astoria and the New York
Helmsley: Hotel
"As far as I know, that was standard
procedure.- Mararaves said Sunday "My
general counsel was fully aware and my
board of regents was fully aware
Barnes & Noble signed a contract to run
A&M's bookstore in 199)
Alan Kahn, chief of the college division
for Barnes & Noble in New York, did not
return phone calls on Friday and Mondal.
Ma-graves said he took three company -
paid trips in 1990. when as one of nine
members of the Hoard of Regents he was
studying whether to ptivatiae the bookstore at
Texas A& M The A&M System includes Texas
A& Mt 'niversity: and six other schools. with a
total enrollment of 96,000 students
Margraves. who was 'sited regents' chair-
man in March 1991. said he als.o took a tnp to
New: York this year, to lay the groundwork
for a contract extension signed in June that
could pay the book company as much as $25
mill ins' lanes sales.
Sarah VA ,'elk of the .1:1fr Efhli• Commis
sion said the trips were not illegal under the
1990 Willy law She did not comment specif-
ically on Marg-avm- trips.
"Either the', can come hem or we can 20
there.' said hoard of retzenb vier chairnor Raul
B Fernandez. "We have two option.,thes Lwi
pan or we oin rat I. there a conflict of intntre
. Frankly gi yen the irvtivxkials rnvolved and tit:
intents mvotved, there ix not a pi( 
Socialist and Marxist Studies
UM!
•
Thursday, Oct. 28
What went wrong with the North
American Free Trade Agreement
iNAFTA,? Profearior Melvin Burke.
Beiaticani. and lane Loringaton. Field Orga-
nizer. Citizen Trade Campaign
12:20-1:30 p.m.
Bangor Lounge
Memorial Union
Sponsored by the Marxist-Socialist Studies, MPAC, the
Memorial Union, and the College of Arts and Humanities.
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• UMaine recycles
One person's trash is another person's job
By Matt Wickenheiser
Staff Writer
With is% er 11010 students, not to men-
tion stall, tacnIty and administrators, on this
campus, the University of Maine contrb-
utes more than its fair share of solid waste to
kisal disposal facilities
Scott Wilkerson. (Maine's waste re-
duction and recy cling coordinator, has made
great sttuks in curbing the amount of waste
we dispose .9. seeking to find different
venues and uses for garbage
He has also remitted se% eral students to
work ith him, on erseemg different compo-
nents of the recycling/reduction campaign.
One of these student coordinators. Kesel
ikon. brought her past experience as a
dining ser% ices student manager to bear on
the issue of recyl: ling in the dining commons
Wilkerson said he didn't ad% cruse for
the student positions People w ho were ded-
icated to the issues would come and see him,
usual' with a "gleam- in then eyes
According to Vi ilkerson. A ilson had that
gleam in her eyes
Several projects on campus needed w hat
Wilkerson called "ITC"— tender loving
care He said they needed to make the pro-
grams they had work better
Wilson came to Wilkerson with some
ideas and the two bramstomed together
Wilson then wrote a proposal to Jon I ewic,
director of food cell ices on campus She
said Lewis was "very eager" to work on
recycling
Wilson met with different managers at
the commons and talked about their goals
and how recycling ht into them
two major undertakings Wilson has been
working on Include the "% eggie" project and
the compost protect
!Able meatless food staste from the corn
mons is currently collected and brought to
the Witter farm on campus, where it is used
to produce methane, then electricity and
high quality fertilizer
V. ikon and the dining commons deal
st ith the compost project through the mass
amount of napkins used and discarded at
each facility
These napkins are now being set aside,
then brought to the compost pile on campus
Another area of concentration for Wil-
son centers on education of students. who
are the consumers of the commons' product
"They .re the ones w ho choose and ask
'Do I need 110 napkins'.' Wilson said, the
students need to make a conscious eft ort to
not make waste in the first place
According to Wilson. tin cans, glass,
cardboard boxes and six-pack rings are all
currently recycled A limg -term goal of het' s
is to has e distributors take hack their excess
packaging. or to even package their goods
with less material
Hie only snag Wilson has rin into so fm.
has been the differences between the com-
mons. some are open on weekends, different
staff members have different ways of doing
things W ilson said she needed to he sensitive
to the demands the workers hate ott them
W ilkersim said this w as a strong point of
using students. especially one sioth a back-
ground, like Wilson's
lie said Wilson can talk to the etnrikiec.c.
and wouldn't he seen as an administrator He
added that he would see the more 01,,,ous
problems and solutions in the commons. but
V. ikon. vato worted in the Ia.:times. kne..
the temtory much more Intimately
V. ilson has seen a greater emphasis
recycling since she stared here at ',Name
She finds education about recycling is start-
ing earlier, at younger ages She's also hap-
py v. ith the entire recycling team, am'.
their efforts are important ones
"What I'm finding is I'm u
some really interesting people, people wile
really care," Wilson said
• Scorpion sinking
Nuclear submarine probably sunk
Hit A( :0 API -- The nuclear attack torpedoes somehow became armed, accord
submarine USS Scorpion. which disap- mg to more than 70 pages of documents the
reared in 19tift in one of the Sass's most Na','. declassified Monday
gruesome accidents. Mac prohably sunk hy The crew probably iettisoned the tor -
one of its own t..rpedoes according to pedo onl% to hate it sw ing around and
newly released Na% d.x-uments home in on the cub, the Nacy documents
The most likely cause of the explosion said It burst the boat's bulkheads and
that killed all 99 men aboard was a horrify- plunged ill1,000 feet to the bottom of the
ing scenario in which one of the Scorpion's Atlantic
Non-Traditional Student
Pito-Club
I 'el- Flida, al 4 30 p.m.
I'm ihods I *tinge. Memorial 1 -nkaa"
4 place for older singles to meet inforrno
Paper
for
Details
by own torpedo
The Sass's former chief scientist. John
rayen, said he thinks the non-nuclear
torpedo probahls exploded inside the sub-
marine itself. the Chicago Tribune repott-
ed today
The Sass said it released the docu-
ments because it started to allay public
concern,, shout the possible radiation leak-
age trom the sub Officials said little radi-
ation has leaked
The Navy cautioned there still is "no
incontrovertible proof- of vs hat happened
The accident occurred at the height of
the Cold A ar. hen the S Navy routine-
Is sent nockar attack submarines to spy on
So% id st arships and intercept their cot-
mums anon,.
But the report may he an answer tor
relatives of the :rev, men. w sailed m
tarn for the sub to dock in Norfolk. a . on
May 27, 1968
Most of the men on hoard probably died
instantly , according to the Navy report
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Greeks from page 1
He mentioned the learning possibilities
as ailable include taking leadership roles.
managing finances (which are approximate-
ly S80-90.000 dollars a year), recruiting
members and managing a physical plant
"I don't think other clubs do that,- Lucy
said
The potential for a positive learning
experience is fantastic." Lucy said "If it
stays on track or it derails — there's the
learning experience. They have the ideals
and the mission statement to show that they
are irks ant Their biggest challenge is to
lise up to that
What is that mission statement Farmer
expressed it as a three-pronged goal: schol-
arship, leadership and sen ice
Lucy mentioned (he hours and funds gen-
erateci by fraternities and sororities Last year
the Greek system was credited with raising
over $23, (0), as well as hundreds of hours
of conununity service. "You can get experi-
ences you can get in no other organization"
Shane Cough, a Delta Tau Delta member
and the chapter's assistant treasurer, com-
mented on the camaraderie the Greek life
offers. "Brother is not a word they picked
out of a hat It's like having a brother, from
sibling rivalry. to brotherly love It's like a
family — all superficialities are wiped
away," Cough said.
What are the pmblems that the Greek
system has had "The cases I get are alco-
hol-related. but this is a campus-wide prob-
km Its when they try to have a party
without authorization and someone corn-
plains. Someone gets hun, that's when I
hear about it,- Bill Kennedy, director of
Judicial Affairs, said.
Kennedy said he has been here 10 years
and said there are "fewer problems than
when I first got here Since Kennedy has
been at UMaine, he has started mandating
live-in advisors.
This semester, he has had 12 cases from
the whole Greek system One case involved
hazing He said this is less than he has had in
years past.
"Hazing is on a decline." Kennedy said.
He added that the Greeks "do many good
things.- He is bound by campus policy,
however, to enforce its anti-hazing laws.
"1 will come down pretty hard on them,"
Kennedy said.
• Pay freeze
Administration considering spending-cuts package
WASHINGTON (AP) -- President
Clinton wants billions in sas ings by easing
government purchasing rules and other pro-
cedures, but conservative law makers will
seek even larger cuts, perhaps including a
pay freeze for Congress.
Administration officials planned to un-
veil some of their proposals today as the
V.hite House retuins to the battle os er spend-
ing cuts that dominated the political scene
earlier this year
Clinton planned to ask Congress to boost
to S100.000 trom S25.000 the size 01 con-
trails the gos eminent may award without
complicated paperw ork and auditing proce-
dures, said administration officials who
October
Roller Grill
Burritos
S.99
spoke on condition of anonymity They said The effort steins from promises Clinton
he would seek authority to require agencies made to concerv atise Democrats to en-
sure their support when Congress approved
his deficit-reduction bill in August He
promised then to propose additional spend-
ing cuts, and today's package is the major
part of his blueprint for Jells en ng on that
pledge
White House budget director Leon Pan-
ens has said he expects the proposed savings
to total up to 5 5 1si1lion over fix e sears
to buy off-the -shelf, not custom-made. goods
when possible
Clinton also was ready to sign an execu-
us e order allowing companies to bid by
computer for the 20 million contracts the
government awards every year. in hopes of
streamlining the process
Officials said the ideas were aimed at
improving federal efficiency and increasing
competition among private r lames for
government contracts Much of ills plan was
expected to come from Vice President Al
Gore's National Performance Res pew . which
was released Sept 7
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• Tire dump
State prisoners
to help reduce
fire hazard
DURHAM. Maine (AP) — State ensi-
ronmental regulators are enlisting the help
of state prisoners to reduce the fire hazard at
a dump containing millions of old tires.
The prisoners will be reconfiguring the
piles of tires to reduce the fire hazard be-
cause the state doesn't have the $1.5 million
to $2 million to ctan up the dump.
About 16 pnsoners were expected to
take part in the cleanup starting today, with
as many as 24 prisoners on some days, said
project manager Terry McGovern of the
Maine Department of Environmental Pro-
tecuon.
The work will cost the DEP about $2,000
for food, gear and supervision of the prison-
ers from the state pre-release center in Hal-
lowell, McGovern said.
The money will come from S 15,000 held
in escrow (MITI the hank accounts of the
dump's owner, John Emerson
After the work is completed. McGovem
doesn't anticipate any further cleanup ef-
forts because the state has yet to fund its tire
stockpile abatement program
"Wed lose to Kase those tires out of
there, but we understand that the.y don't
have the money said Durham Se om-
an Margaret Wentworth
Walking in cemeteries at night is a criminal offense!
orning
e 4th Annual
unteel House
31st Halloween
Alfond Sports Arena.
pm and closes at 8pm.
104.7 FM with
icron PI & Delta Delta Delta.
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mission $1.00
*Warning: not for those with heart conditions.
Chiidren under 10 must be accompanie,d by an adult.
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• State government
Legislators have another chance to revive unpopular bills
AUGUSTA. Maine (AP) — In baseball
and politics it's not over until it's over And
it's not over yet. Though many proposals for
new laws were nixed by legislative leaders.
rank-and-file lawmakers base at least one
more shot
They have until Monday to file appeals.
which the legislative leaders who make up
the council will consider on Nov . 6.
The sponsor of one rejected bill, which
would require drug testing for all state legis-
lators, said he plans to appeal. but was not
surprised by the councils vote
"Nothing surprises me in Augusta any
said Rep Ralph I. ('offman. an Old
Town Democrat who said he and his family
have been harassed since the Bangor l)aily
News reported during this year's session the
odor of marijuana smoke was coming from
his hotel morn one night Coffman initially
denied he wa.s smoking pot, but later said the
smell came from incense he was homing
Other bills that were rejected during a
marathon council meeting Sunday include
proposals to
-- Exempt Canadian residents from the
Maine sales tax
— Provide special license plates for Ro-
tanans.
— Require testing for the AIDS virus for
anyone who draws blood during an attack on
a police officer
- - Change the name of Columbus Day in
Maine to Indigenous Peoples Day
— Require parents of teen-agers who
father children out of wedlock to share finan-
cial responsibility for the child
— Exempt school buses from having to
pay highway tolls
— Abolish the Public Utilities Commis-
sion
— Bar factory ships from buying or pro-
cessing pogies or hemng within Maine's
temtonal waters
Of the more than 400 proposals for legis-
lation. fewer than half were approved under
a provision in the state Constitution that lim-
its bills that may be admitted during the off-
year session to matters of "an emergency
nature" and a handful of other narrow cate-
gones.
Although the 170 or so bills that were
approved for consideration are the biggest
chunk of legislation that will be taken up next
year, they are only part of the «serail agenda
Also pending are 168 bills carned over
from this year's session, 95 departmental of
agency hills that do not require leaders ap-
proval and 18 study reports. In addition. Gm
John R Mc Keman is expected to present his
own package of bills in early January
The bills newly approved for consider-
ation include proposals to:
— Ban the resale of tickets to concerts and
athletic events for more than $2 apiece above
face salue
— Provide an optional two-year registra-
tion for motor vehicles
— Direct the Inland Fisheries and Wild-
life Departmeat to develop a simplified sys-
tem for sportsmen's licenses, reducing the
number of licenses and eliminating special
stamps, for the 1995 Legislature Also admit-
ted was a bill to require the department to
simplify its fishing rule manual
-- 
Allow the next of kin to decide on a
burial site when the dead person is estranged
from his or her spouse
— Repeal existing state sanctions on in-
vestments in South Africa
— Limit the fees that doctors and chiro-
practors may charge for medical records to
reasonable costs incurred.
—Limit the fee thatcahle-teks'isiomcoqn-
panics may charge for late payments.
House Majority Leader Dan A. Gwa-
dosky said the six Democrats and four Re-
publicans on the counc I appeared determined
to weed out the most essential legislation.
The meeting was "very cordial. very up-
beat en. non partisan.'  the Fairfield De r.
ocrat said
• Occupational safety and health
Murder leading cause of workplace death for women
ATLANTA I AP) -- Murder was the lead-
ing cause of workplace death for women in
the 1980s and the third leading cause of on-
thelob death for all workers, federal safety
officials reported
An aserage of 15 workers a week were
slain at work during the 1980s. and taxicab
drivers were at highest nsk of being murdered
on the job. the National institute for (krupa-
, Safety and Health said Monday
A irkers shouldn't have to worry about
being gunned down while they're trying to
earn a using," said NIOSH spokeswoman
Ten) Hammond "I think the magnitude of
the problem was surprising
The agen4.- said 7.601 people were mur-
dered on the ;ob in the United States from
'9141) through 1989
For all workers, motor vehicle accidents
were the leading cause of death in the work -
ATTENTION
MIDYEAR
GRADUATES!
Career Opportunities
in Maine
The Dunlap Corporation, a New England
tnsurance leader, will be recruiting on campus
'or Claims Adjuster Trainees and Commercial Lines
Account Executive Trainees on December 7th.
Sign up is November 1st, 2nd, and 3rd.
Contact the Placement Office foe more information
I)
The Dunlap Corporation
We Start by Listening
place, followed by machine-related accidents_
The study's findings concerning wom-
en and workplace murders camed impor-
tant qualifications The on-the-job homi-
cide rate for males was three times that for
females — 1 per 100.000 workers com-
pared with 0 1 per 100.000. Despite this,
homicide accounted for 41 percent of fe-
male workplace deaths coc 'pared w ith only
10 percent for males.
NIOSH collected its data from death ea-
' tic ate,, which do not provide a reason for
on-the-job slayings.
Factors that may increase the chances of
being slain at work include having to ex-
change money with the public, working alone
Of in small numbers, working late-night or
early -morning shifts, working in high-cnme
areas, and having to guards aluahle property.
NIOSH said
One bright spot in the report workplace
homicides declined 24 percent over the de-
cade from 914 murders in 1980 to 694 in
',1s Hammond said
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• Archeology
Federal grant to
protect shell heaps
DAM AR [SCOTIA, Maine (AP) -- The
federal government will spend $455000 to
protect archeologically significant heaps of
oyster shells that were discanied over a 2(U)-
ear period by Indians along the banks of the
Darnanscotta River
The grant was awarded to the Iiaroar-
iscona River Association, a local land trust
v. hich plans to use $415,000 to acquire ease •
ments on eight privately owned lots where
the shell heaps now stand.
The remaining $40.10) will go toward dor -
urnenting the archaeological significance of the
heaps scattered along a half-mile section of the
ris•er near U S I. said Pete Noyes. president of
the association's board of dilectors
The project was one of 13 chosen to share
$2 6 million. A total of 63 projects had com-
peted for the state Transportation Enhance-
ment Program funds
Arthur Spiess of the Maine Historic Pres
erv•ation Commission will conduct the re-
search, which will he used to nominate the
sites for inclusion in the National Register of
Historic Places
In researching the shell heaps, archaeolo-
gists will be able to view a virtual picture of
the river's history , preserved in layers of shell
fragments. Spiess said
The shell heaps, or midden. were appar-
ently piled on their sites by Indians in a
primitive form of landfill dump.
Spiess said placemen ot the heaps on the
national tegoaer would indicate publicly the
historic importanx at the sates and hkely afford
them inixericiection fromdevelopment hcould
also make it easier to get funue federal funding
• Saving the trees
Recycling revolution hits computer technology
By Judy Gormely
Stan Writer
Duplex printing at the University of Maine
will help save vanishing forests, do some-
thing for technology and save the campus
$5,000 or more a year.
The department of Computing and Net
work Services is working to restructure its
budget It is trying to put money and materi-
als, which are now wasted, toward more
updated technology and programs
Director of Computing and Network Ser-
vices Richard H Fleming said, "Industry is
moving toward a paper less environment and
any printed material that can he rut into the
electronic media and distributed for a frac-
tion of the cost is something to consider.
There is the possibility of a wider distribution
in the electronic field."
"We used over 4,000 sheets in a ream
from July 199210 July 1993 and that is a little
over two million pages in our public clusters
at the Union. Library and Barrows," Sandy.
Skibinski, manager of the public clusters and
help center, said
She is using an estimate provided by
Earth Watch Consumer, which compares the
use of paper to that of trees to inform comput-
er users of waste According to the figure.
about 200 trees are wasted a month Signs
will be exhibited monthly near the clusters
stating paper and forest casings
Sac trig our trees, more ads ancerl technol-
ogy and money savings can all be accom-
plished rust by the installation the duplex
printing. This project should be completed
this week to all seven printers involved in the
On stage with the inside story
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On Broadway,
Bruce Kuhn
played in Les
Miserables.
Now see him in a
compelling story
of politics, love,
betrayal, and
hope. A one-man
performance
critics called
"riveting,"
"striking,"
"delightful."
Monday & Tuesday November 1 & 2
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first-year student, at the computer cluster in the Union
Union. the library and at Banos.. Hall
•lt sounds like a weinderful idea. but 1 don' t
reall know what the advantages and disadvan
tars are. We are plying for this in our oimputer
fees and should have come input We deseirse to
he made aware of changes before they are done.
I chdn't know anything about this hefote,"
alerie .kkoa, a graduate student in the fcwrign
Language department. said
"1 think it's good because ou don't have
to waste paper,- Antoni us Oetarna. first-year
computer science major, said
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"I see a lot of paper waste here in the
clusters. Students print out papers that they
don't pick up or they don't review carefully
before printing to ensure that the copy they.
print is really what they want." CTToomputer
consultant Sarah Fletcher said.
-What we really want to do is change the
mind-set of our users so they think before they
print. Things like using spell checkers know
how to use the thesaurus and review the
clocurneat art the screen before we print."
Fleming said
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The History of the Citibank
Classic Visa card and the Age of Credit
Card Security. In the 67th year of the 20th Century. A.D., Citibank intniduced a credit
card aptly titled the Citibank Classic Visa' card.  Established on the premis
e that a credit card should
offer-24 hours a da —warm. personal service. the Citibank Classic Visa c
ani marked the end of the
Ice •Nge. And it ushered in a neve era. With the introduction of the first 
Photocard, the credit cant
bearing one's own photo and signature on the front, it soon became
evident that Man %vas entering the Post Paleolithic Period. First.
Man was no longer looking like a Neanderthal. as one often does on
mow primitive canis such as the Student ID. He or she could now
.. choose his or her own photo. Second. by deterring other anth
ropoids
tome ~my 5. p•• S Or* n• •
.9116_ 4•••••dis.i, Pkno•••••,*
1.1 ow kV An. mgr.* orgillar ••••••
1,./4 no. • from using the card. Man was helping to pr
eYent fraud Surt-ls this
was a sign of advanced intelligence. The subsequent rise of services was nothing less 
than an
American Resolution. So as you might expect. Citibank would he there for y011. esen i
f your card
was stolen. OT perhaps lost. The 1.ost lkC See‘ice could haw a new canI in you
r hands Monarch Notes® Version:
tisuall within 24 hours. (You can almost hear Paul Revere crying. "The carrl is coming' The 
WiththeClvnk(lassicVisacatti
card is coming!") 'I When the Great Student Depression came along. Citibank introduced you
 can build a cirdit histor before
Neu Deals—special student discounts and saiings. Hence. today \ student can enioy a $20 you reach yOUr midd
le ages And
Airfare Discount for domestic flights (ushering in the Jet Age): sasings on mail order irt-etse special stud
ent discounts
purrhases. sports equipment. magazines and musk. a kiss variable interest rate of and. Call totia 
I-SOO-CHIPS • Is
no annual fee 4' Finally, comes the day you enter the Classical -kge (i.e. when l'/L1 charge 11-#00 -2411  -4226). extensi
on 19
your puntases on the Citkenk Classic card). You mt.-me Citibank Price Protection to assure
wku of the best prices. Just see the same item adsertised in print for less. within 60 days. and
Citibank will refund the difference up to $1.50'. You receive Boyers Secarit'''. to cover
those purchases against accidental damage. fire or theft. for 90 days from
the date of purchase'. And Citibank lifetime Warranty''', to extend the
expected sers ice life of eligible products up to 12 years'. Together they
give you complete coverage: and with every thing else... the Age of Credit
Canl Security. "r h's credit histor in the making. With the help of Citbank's
services and savings. you earn some of the credentials needed later on to
purchase a car or even a house. "So call to apriI. Students don't need a job or a cosigner. Call.
also, if you'd like your photo added to your regulai Citibank Classic Visa card. The number
is 11-X00-CI1 I B..% k (1-800-248-4226). extension 19' It
.c—
after reading this chapter describing the prosperous condi • 
"iss 
.44114
nom set forth by a CaRsank (lassie Visa card. one feels that
4128 0012 3'4%
e ELA
he or she has left fOrever the Dark Ages and has entered upon NA) 11 G.1/31/91
WIN VA/1111 VISA
IV 02
a new age. the Age of Enlightenment. then (Itir time. as
they sm.., has come. Dectim is calling. And so should \oil. •(4 just Visa Citibank Visa.
evmet S.t• Peva,
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GSS
from page 1
shoulders" above the rest of the candidates,
and that the committee was 1(t) percent
behind their de:ision. Asked by the senate
what his pet sonal feeling about closing the
chancellor search before any campus visits,
Reed would not comment publicly'. He did
say that any senators who wanted his opin-
ion could approach him in person
In other buciress, the senate passed two
separate resolutions to send letters to Ath-
letic Director Michael Plocrek urging him
to expand the g meral access of Alfond
Arena The resolutions stem from the hard
rock hand Pearl lam being denied perform-
ing at Alfond
According to Union Board President
Charles Allen. an outside promoter called
the athletic department in hopes to sched-
ule a Pearl Jam show tor the Alfond some-
time for the near future Ploszek apparently
denied this action
Senators were concerned that in addition
to not letting Pearl lam pla% the A lforki.
general student activities such as broonilsall
and intramural ice hockey were not allowed
there. Brian Pike, Student Government's
vice president for financial affairs and a
sponsor of the resolution tocusing on more
general student activities. said he w as "pissed
off- about students being denied more ac-
cess to the arena He said that since students'
money is used in part to support Alfond,
students shouldn't he denied access to the
arena should they have the money and facil-
ities to support the [sent
Student 1.egal Services attorney Sheltie
Batuski began the meeting by gi% ing the
senate an over'. less of what her office does.
She explained the many facets of SLS in
helping students with any legal difficulty
they might have. Details involved with
signing contracts, landlord disputes, di-
% orces and custody battles are just some of
the things students can get help with, she
said. SLS. which receis es its money from
the Activity Fee. will e% en support students
in any problems or cases they have against
('Maine's administration.
"We don't work for the uni% ersity, we
work for you ," Batuski said when asked
about this subject. "1 have no problem
going against the university in legal mat-
ters. In fact, it's my pleasure." she said.
The (',SS also passed a resolution to
request that a contract be drafted between
the UMaine administration and Student
Government Inc.. stating that "for the next
10 years. Colvin Hall shall remain as it is.
a dormitory for students seeking alterna-
tive lifestyles."
Ben Meiklejohn. representative of Es-
tabrooke. Balentine and Colvin halls spon-
sored the resolution He, along with other
members of Student Government. explained
that every spring semester, residents of
Cols in face the possibility of being unable
to return to their hall They said that every
year UMaine's administration tries to find
a ditTerent use for Colvin rather than rivog-
nit ng it as a unique, alternative dorm avail-
able to students living on campus. He said
that the 10-year contract will relieve some
of the stresses associated with the resi-
dents' fight to leep their program going
eVef!• !rear.
After much discussion by the senate
which largely focused on the benefits of
Colsin as an alternative dorm, such as
residents being able to purchase and cook
their own food, the senate voted 19.3-2 to
support the resolution. Student senator Song
Luke Kim Kamm was one of the few peo-
ple who spoke and voted against the reso-
lution. He said he was not against the pro-
gram of Colvin Hall, instead he was con-
cerned that all sides cir the issue had not
been heard
"I'm curious to find out the administra-
tion's side." he said. "I think it's irrespon-
sible for us as a senate to vote on things
after hearing only one side of an issue." he
said
• National health care
Clinton modifies health plan slightly to appease detractors
WASHINGTON (AP) -- President
Clinton will stand pat on most of his health
reform proposals but will make some adjust -
memc to satisfy complaints that the original
draft was too bureaucratic and regulatory .
S1 hue House Mic ial. say
Clinton's health ads isers planned to brief
lass maker,, interest groups and the new'.
media today on changes in the 1.600-page
hill that the president and Hillary Rodham
Clinton will finally deliver to Congress in a
.eremom in Statuar Hall on Nednesda
Officials said Clinton has discarded plans
to limit to three the number 01 fer-for-ser-
% ice plaas that .ctu:.1 compete to sign up
customer, in the new, regional health alli-
ances that would he created in each mate to
help people buy insurance
A subsidy for small businesses with low -
age workers also has been adjusted so that
it does not end abruptly at companies with
more than 50 employees. A new long-term
care benefit for the severely disabled will he
phased in ovet seven years instead of five,
officials familiar with the plan said
.And there have been a host cut other
changes. but none that alter the thrust of
Clinton'. complex blueprint for guarantee.
mg universal coverage by the end of 149"
and dramitically slowing health care infla-
tion, aides said
• • The goals of the president's health secu-
my plan have not changed.- spokeswoman
Marla Romach said -It is going to pros ide
health secunty It is going to contrcil health
care costs 11 is going to proside quality care
and) provide the American people with
choices It's going to sinailif the vystein
Those things are not going to change
But she added, "We have listened to a
large number of' people over the last month •
In addition to the kitisiative details. the
White House was preparing to crank out a
hook intended for mass marketing that makes
Chnton' s case for health reform as well a 20-
page transmittal letter to Congress and a 10
page pamphlet
I! also was hoping to ready by Friday an
ROO-page, section by -section explanation of
the Clinton hili without which it may he
hard to decipher the impact of the 1.6(111-
page legislation
'There have been changes to make the
plan less regulatory and less bureaucratic.
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changes to make the plan more fiscally con
servative and changes to expand consumer
chi-stoics." said Chrictme Heenan, a White
House healui policy analyst But she said the
changes were just ''around the edges • •
A 239- page draft summary of the Clinton
plan leaked out Sept 9 Clinton painted the
broad outlines of his proposal in an address
to Congress Sept 22, and his wife testified
before five congressional committees about
the still-unfinished plan a week later
Even after A'edner.day 's handoff, the
bill won't he introduced for another is xk to
10 days, giving -no,. ratik leaders time to
round up as many co-sponsors as they can
Eighty -nine House Tkinocrats already are
hacking a liberal alternative hill that viouki put
the government in charge of pas mg all medi-
cal hills Fifty House moderates and c.onsersa -
oyes from hoth parties are supporting a man-
aged onnipetoon bill that would seek health
lefonns *Ai enstnnenkiritnisiess
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• Column
A cliffhanger's insight
Matt Wickenheiser
It seemed each leaf felt it should make a lasting unpression in
fin mind Crashing to death like badls melowirarnatic &rocs. each
marker of autumn found its was to the ground as it should
Standing st herr I was, at the bottom of a cliff face V. hichlccould
g soon knots intirnatels. it u as hard to realls appreciat
e nis setting
That would come later An entire climb later A hunch later Much
later Ros . NS hat a tall clitT
After more than enough time had been spent contemplating the cliff, the 
ground,
gtras its and ms nest of kin. the rope carne tumbling doss n to rne I tied in and
 started to
find ms scas up the crag
When I got to about 40 feet ur the side of the cliff. I began contemplating t
he fact
that I couldn't see ms belay person- - the person %silo sciwild he ke
eping or safe
shouki I deside to test gravity. Once in a whir I would hear his voice. an
d the rope
would he taken in on a regular bests hut there w as will a %ague, disembodied
 feeling to
the climb
I looked (limn
f)on't look down I stayed where I K a, for a feu minutes mtwr. thinking aSotd
down, and what that meant to me before I steeled ms self and continued
Actualls. a sell that IA cm+ along the lines or Move it. you put7' from ms trust
s helas
person did most or the sieelirig I started talking to myself I ell hand, right hard 
left foot.
nght foni—my climbing mantra helped steady me. focusing me VC the task a
t hand
Those of you uho mas participate in "death- sports. of which rock climbing 
is one
of the safest. prothabls know w hat I mean svhen I talk about the rush I fel
t when I
readied the tor
I heat nature Purr and simple. I climbed up something. an obstacle. a cha
llenge
instil Mom Earth that I met
I ga au as from the edge of die cliff. untied the rope from ms harness and led hac
k,
resting. waking bind But happy. Cneleat
Then I looked up and out
Sometimes you realls don't know what you've got until it's gone Son, about the
cliche. hut I think it realls holds true To trs to put into won's the scene I drank in while
sitting on top of Parks Pond Bluff would be plagiansm I would he trying to weal
future's thunder, and failing mierahis B leasing the sight Si your imaginanon. I can
do n more tustax
Henrs David Thitireau went to the woods for a doseof rerspc-tive useful 
to
retreat -wax in a while like Thoreau did. like I did, to preserve your sands While
you've still gt1 those woods. ine them
While you've still got those woods.' Where would the woods go' Pies 'se alw ass
been here. aren't thes more or less pemianent'
Thes .re less penrianent Much less However, you've got direct input into the
problem And Caution' niche' —If you're not pan of the solution. you're pan of
the pmbiem
You can make a difference. take on a ponce of die twobleia. through where you put
this paper when you're done wet it Look for that recycling hin, and use it (kheraise.
ms and your kids Ma!, tie701.1L climbing with a cvst if a healer landscare as 
they (oh
reward
Think on a grand, trlotai soak. but aCt lacall) Thai WKS you can make a
difference
Man A'a-kreihrice, crerwegh advisel comae inai•erned in nick efunlieur ro take
le‘ cant front Mame Bound or crnother responsilie service
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• Campus beauty
180 degrees ofgraffiti
You can't help hut stroll across a
blue hear pass while heading to class.
Noss there are pink and black triangles
to stnit on
Most people don't realize the trian-
gles are not sponsored by the Alumni
Association. In fact. the triangles are
rumored to symbolize support for gay
and lesbian pride on campus.
At some point in time, these triangles
w ere painted on campus. Campus au-
thorities have been unable to identify
those involved Authorities has e also been
unable to identify those responsible for
painting w hitecirclec with slashes through
them oser the triangles_ The w hite marks
are rumored to symbolize the termina-
tion of gay and lesbian support
No one has yet taken resposibility
for the triangles and the white mark
alterations also remain a my stery . Not
only is this a case of conflicting opinions
about a person's sexuality. but it is also a
matter of saldalism
We should take pride in the beauty of
our campus. and leave the painting to
authorized groups like the Alumni Asso-
ciation. The (Act-worked staff at Facili-
ties Management could also do with few-
er cleaning projects.
It is the right of those involved in
gay and lesbit n support to inform peo-
ple of their cause, but this does not need
to insolse spray painting across cam-
pus. If every group on campus were to
establish some sort of symbol. and then
paint it on campus. the sidewalks would
be seas of paint.
By painting on the sidewalk,
groups are opening themselves up to the
possibility of vandalism such as what
has been seen on this campus and are
also contributing to the spread of graffi-
ti. It seems there must be a more effec
tive way of spreading a meaningful me,
sage. (JWB)
• Greeks
, • „
universtty once jumping
The Greek houses affiliated with
the l'niversity of Maine seem to be on a
precanous balance of status The uni-
versits waivers between on and off
campus consideration
i'Maine recently decided to treat
Greek parking lots and ins-essays With
the same winter care they give other
unis erstty parting lots This is to their
advantage If they didn't take care of the
lots. Greeks would he forced to park on
campus. taking precious limited spaces
away from others
Even though most houses are on
university -owned land and pay a mini-
mal lease to the hoard of trustees, they
do not receive the same sort of services
as the residence halls — janitorial ser
vice.. university paid residentLi! assis
tants. etc
If the university should he resp, 1
ble for the Greeks, it should maintain a
consistent policy throughout all deal-
ings. The Greeks should decide if cer-
tain set's ices are worth the trade off of
'Maine dictating alcohol policies and
mandate live-in advisors (given room
and board plus salary from the .reeks
themselves - - not the university I
If l•Maine wants to control behav-
ior, they better base good mason The
Greeks. at this time, are not purchasing
campus sets ices as those who choose to
live on campus in residence halls do.
Greek houses, unless thes become prop-
erty of L'Maine or willingly sign a con-
tract in return for service. should onl\.
fall under student conduct codes used
ss ith other off-campus students
1 'Maine needs to make up its mind.
one v. as OT the other, and son out anoth-
er problem of chaos and confusion a
huge bureaucracy creates for il•ct
f
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rEE IMPORTANCE OF
EING EARNEST
Oscar tr '
-4 :IP:VP 110 -1 0
1)irerted by Sandra !lardy
Pr, i,,,th•el hi flu Illelrartmerd of TheatrrIlhowe & WWI/
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'The Importance of Being Earnest it a show not to be missed! Much hard work a
nd dedication has
gone into this production now running in ite second week. Not only a gr
eat night of entertainment, this play
repreeerte the University of Maine in The Kennedy Center American College
 Theater Fest4val MI. See the
show Thursday. October 28 at 200 p.m.; Friday. October 29 at 800 p.
m.; Saturday, October 30 at 8:00
p.m.; and Sunday, Octcber 31 at 2700 p.m. Tickete can be purchased in 
advanced at the Maine Center for the
Arts Box Office, or at the door, an hour and a half before the show. Ticket price
s are free for Univeretty of
Maine Students, and r.00 for the general pubiic.
WEDNESDAY, OCTODER 27
Maine Outing Club • A general meeting for all who are Interested
• 7:30 p.m. • Damn Yankee, Memorial Union,
Ecumenical Bible Study • With four Orono campus ministers
• 1912 Room, Memorial Union 02:15-1:00 p.m. • Every
Wednesday.
Charm Club • Every Wednesday • 6:30-1100 p.m. • FFA Room,
Memorial Union • All chess players are welcome.
Gamer'. Guild • Every Wedries,lay • 6:00 p.m. • 310 Stevens
Hall • For more information call Marc at 581-6622.
U Maine Dance Company • 5:00 p.m. • Lengyel Dance Studio
• Anyone interested is welcome • For more information
call 866-4549.
Breakfast at the Ram's Horn • How about a good homemade
meal to start off your day? • As much coffee as you can
drink • 7-10 an'. • $3.00.
College Republican. • Meeting every Wednesday • 800 p.m.
• Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union • For more information
call Karen William. at 581-7746.
slack Bear Mountain Slicers • 630 p.m. • Peabody Lounge,
Memorial Union • Every Wednesday • All are welcome.
Women In the Curriculum Program Fall 1993 Lunch Series
• The Environment: What's Gender Got to Do With Pt?'
• with Joni Seager, Assistant Professor of Geography,
University of Vermont • 12:15-1:30 p.m. • Bangor Lounge,
Memorial Union.
Cafe con Ische • A non-profit café in Hart Hall welcomes you;
• Hours are :7 p.m. til midnight Monday-Friday
• 9 p.m. ti midnight weekends.
Student Alumni Association • Open membership • All are
welcome • 5:30 p.m. • at the CrosslanciAlumni
Center(riesrt to Sigma Nu).
Student Video Night Premiers • 8:00 p.m. • on Channel 10, the
Residents on campus channel • view it at home or at the
Bear's Den!
Soup Kftehini • Curried Tofu and Broca,II • Nightly vegetarian
meals are served with salad, fruit, yogurt, coffee, tea and
Juice • All you can eat for $4.25 • 5:00-6:30 p.m.
• Damn Yankee, Memorial Union
University Democrats • 6:00 p.m. • 1912 Room, Memorial
Union • Everyone is welcome • For more Information call
Gwyneth at 866-4748.
NARAL • meeting of UMaine NARAL (National Abortion Rights
Action League) • 3:00 p.m. • at the Women's Resource
Center, Fernald Hall • For more Information call Julie at
827-6840, or the Women's Resource Center at 581-1225.
Penobscot River Keepers Slide Presentation • The elide
prseentation will include all aspects of the Penobscot River
Keepers month-long journey from the mouth of the
Penobscot River at Sandy Bay Mountain to its outlet which
pours into the Castle Bay. • Also covered: the human
history of the river, aid involvement during the trip with
schools and communities promoting environmental
education • 8:00 p.m. • 100 Neville • Free and open to the
pubiic • Sponsored by Penobscot River Keepers and Maine
Bound • For more information call Karen or Jon at 581-
1794.
Movie: 'Pet %meter? • 7:00 p.m. • 101 Neville Hall • Admission:
50‘ with UM student ID, $3.00 others • Co-sponosred by
TUB and ROC.
Maine Bound Lunch Adventure lacture Serfs. • "Opp& Basic
Outdoor Repairs" • Learn to eaeiy fix things and enjoy your
trip • This worshop focus on tips and techniques of
backcountry repair • 12 Noon • FFA Room, Memorial Union
• Free • Sponosred by Maine Bound 'For more information
call 561-1794
The Study Skill. Program • 'Wnting College Papers' • with Robert
Whelan • 3:15 p.m. • Taman Lounge, Memorial Union
• free and open to all who are interested.
Daily Malts • 4:45 p.m. • at the Newman Center.
Where it's At...
Feature Organization
The University of Maine Video Club has been hard
at wort It shows in the fatigued eyes of the group's
president, Kyle Rankin, vice president. Dan Collins;
'everything man John DAleribeck: secretary, Scott
Mason, and the other eleven members of the UM Video
Club preparing to bring the first Fall 1993 student
video show together.
Tonight at 800 p.m on the campus channel 10
(Resident's on Campus channel), the UM Video Club will
be bringing to your view a new display of student made
comedy, skits and interviews. Scheduled for the evening are 1,2
hour Of new production material, 1/2 hour of clips from last year's
production, more new 'stuff".
Clips from programs produced by students at
Universves across the nation will also be featured in this
evening of entertainment thanks to satellite access of Univenety
productions from across the nation. As a member of the Na-
tional Association of College Broadcaster, the UM Video Club .•
has the privelege to give and recieve from the satellite
material. AN of this to provide the UM students with
more entertainment.
Mien asked why students should watch the Wednes-
day night program, or why off campus students should
stick around to watch the show in the Bear's Den, Kyle
reeponded,'It's fun.., a really high quality show.. and we've
put a lot of work into it.' The show is an entertaining,
quality production made by and for student*. if you live
on campus and have a television, check it out, 8:00 p.m.,
channel IC. If you live off campus, the show will be on the big screen
t.v. at the same time, in the Bear's Den. It's a chance to see your
fellow students on the screen and behind the scenes.. and look for
more weekly segments on channes 10.
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THURSDAY, OCTOBER 28
Breakfaet at the Ram's Horn • How about a good homemade
meal to start off your day? • Ac much coffee as you can
drink • 7-10 a.m. • $3.00.
A Taste of Home • home-cooked meal at the Wilson Center
• $100 donation • 5:30-6:30 p.m. • All are welcome.
Soup Kitchen • Creamed Cauliflower and Lentils on Biscuits
• Nightly vegetarian meals are served with salad, fruit,
yogurt, coffee, tea and juices • All you can eat for $4.25
• 5:00 -6:30 p.m. • Damn Yankee, Memorial Union.
Daily Mao. • 4:45 p.m. • at the Newman Center.
American Indian• at the University of Maine • All American
In&anei are encouraded to attend • 7:00 p.m. • 206 Little
Hall
Wilde Stein • A gay, lesbian and bisexual club • Social Hour 6:30 -
7:00 p.m • 7:00 p.m. general meeting • Sutton Lounge.
Memorial Union.
Thur•day Night Movie and Musk at the Ram's Horn • 7:00 p.
m.
movie, "Breakfast with Tiffany", followed by an open mike
nighti • Everyone is welcome and encouraged to take parti
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 29
Breakfast at the Ram'. Horn • How about a good h
omemade
meal to start off your day? • As much coffee as y
ou can
drink • 7-10 a.m. • $3.00.
"The Importance of Being Earnest'. • Oscar Wlde's -
unspealcably
witty and fq.yli5h play about romance, deception and 
the
consequences of Bunburying" • Directed by Sand
ra Hardy
• Admission: Free with UM student ID; $7.00 tickets for
others • 800 p.m. • Hauck Auditorium.
Maine Outing Club • Afternoon hike up Vt. Wald
o • All are weluxne
• For more information call 581-HIKE.
Intervarolty Christian Fellow•hip • Every F
riday night • 700 p.m.
• Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union • For mor
e Odic% wation
call Scott at 827-5742 or Man and Travis
 at 866-2673.
Daily Mass • 4:45 p.m • at the Newman Cent
er.
Non-Traditional Student. (NT S) flue+++ Clu
b • An informal
gathering for NTS singles to meet with o
thers and make
plans • Every Friday • 4:30 p.m. • Peabody Lo
unge,
Memorial Union.
Movie: "Allve • 6:30 and 915 p.m. • Admission: 50 with 
UM
student ID, $3.00 others • 101 Neville Hall •
 Co-•ponwred
by TUB and ROC
Ar Evening of Live! Music • with Elder
berry Jam and Memphis Soul
Stew • 8:00 p.m. • Ram's Horn • $2 cover • Sup
port the
music scene in your area:
eis'cit ?
Cro•.-Country Ski Club Meeting • 6:30-7:30 p.m. • North Lown
Room , Memorial Union • For more information call 581-
7648.
Socialist and Marxist Studie• Lunch Series • -What Went Wrong
with the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA)7"
• with Professor Melvin Burke, Economics; and Jane
Livingston, Field Organizer, Citizen Trade Campaign
• 12:20-1:30 p.m. • Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union
• Sponsored by the Marxist-Socialist Studies
Interdisciplinary Concentration, MPAC, the Memorial Union,
and the College of Arts and Humanities.
The Union Board Meetings • 7:00 p.m • Peabody Lounge,
kiemonal Union • Every Thursday • All are welcome.
Non-Traditional Student. (NTS) Coffee Hour • Every Thursday
• Meet other non-traditional students, relax and enjoy
each other's company • 3:15 p.m. • Nutter/Commuter
Lounge, Memorial Union.
-The Importance of Being Earnest- • Oscar Wilde's 'unspeakabl
y
witty and stylish play about romance, deception and the
conseciuencee of 13unburying• • Directed by Sandra Hardy
• Admission: Free with UM student ID; $7.00 tickets for
others • 2:00 p.m. • Hauck Auditorium.
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 30
'The Importance of Being Earrie•t" • Oscar WItle's -un
speakably
witty and stylish play about romance, deception and th
e
consequences of Bunburying" • Directed by Sandra 
Hardy
• Admieioh: Free with UM student ID; $7.00 tickets for
others • 8-00 p.m. • Hauck Auditorium.
Maine Outing Club • Ropes course in UMaine forest • Al
l are
welcome • For more information call 581-HIKE.
Contradance • with the Marsh Island Band • with Jean 
Ward,
caller • Beginners' workshop at 7:30 p.m • Dancing at
8:00 p.m. • Orono Community Center • Prizes for best
Halloween costume • Admission: $4-adults; $2-children
• For more information call 942-5471 or 989-7843
The Anderson Quartet • -pure excitement created by this aw
ard-
winning string quartet" • The Anderson Quartet was
recently renamed from the Chamiriade String Quartet in
honor of Marian Anderson • 8:00 p.m. • Maine Center for
the Arts • Ticket prices: $12-students, orchestra; $10-
students, balcony • This is 111040 a comprehensive fee fun
d
event • For more information call the MCA Box Office
 at
581-1755.
lt'e Gonna Be Greatl" • Birn Skala Bim, The Alletonian
s, Dig This
Allti Kermit's Finger • Doors open at 8:00 p.m. • Alum
ni
Field HOUse • Admission: $4.00 for students, $7.00 for
the general public • Support the music scene in your 
areal
• Sponsored by Dougly, "1E5, The Union Board, ROC
, and
Oxford Hall.
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 31
Worship and Celebration • followed by a light tupper • Open t,) all
wrin Center • 5:00 p.m. • Every Sunday.
Newman Center Worship Schedule • 9:30 a.m. Mass at the
Newman Center • 1115 a.m. Mass at the Memorial Union
• 5:30 p.m. Confessions, or by appointment • 6:15 p.m.
Mass atthe Newman Center.
UM Amateur Radio Club • All wilo are interested are welcome
• Every Sunday • WO p.m. • In the basement of Merrill
Hall.
The Importance of Being Earneet" • Oscar lde's -unspeakably
witty and atylish play about romance, deception and the
consequences of Bunburying" • Directed by Sandra Hardy
• Admission: Free with UM student ID: $7.00 tickets for
others • 2:00 p.m. • Hauck Auditorium.
Maine Out rig Club • Bottle Drive with Beverage Warehouse • Ail
are Aelcome • For more information call 581-HIKE
Happy Halloween!
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 1
Soup Kitchen • Baked Falafel, Pasta, cheese and veggies • Nightly
vegetarian meals are served with salad, fruit, yogurt,
coffee, tea and juices • All you can eat for $4.25 • 5:00 -
630 p.m. • Damn Yankee, Memorial Union.
UM Amateur Radio Club • Offering free classes to anyone
intereeted in getting their "HAM' radio license • Class
meets every Monday • 7:00 p.m. • 152 Barrows Hall • For
more information call 581-7753.
Daily Maas • 4:45 p.m. • at the Newman Center.
Food for Thought - The Video Lunch Series • "Mana's Story'
• An FMLN guerrilla leader in El Salvador tells the story of
her people's fight for economic arid social justice • 12:15-
1:30 p.m. • Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union • Sponsored by
the Peace Studies Program • For more information call
Peace Studies at 581-2609.
Monday Night Football • At the Bear's Den • Watch the game on
the big screen T.V. • Mn a tailgate party a case of coke,
a case of Lays' chips, 24 Jordan hot dogs and roils • 994
food spec:BIts start at 8:00 p.m.
Maine Council for Debate • Open meetings every Monday
• 500 p.m. • Thomson Honors Center • Anyone interested
in debate is welcome • No experience is necessary • For
more information call Jennifer Perkins. at 866-5946.
The Account.* of Luke" • Bruce Kuhn from "Lea Misierablea-
performs a compelling story of politics, love. betrayal and
hope in a one-man show • 7:00 p.m. • Hauck Auditoriurr
• Tickets: $5.00, $4.00 with UM student ID • Sponsored
by InterVaraity Christian Fellowship.
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 2
Student Environmental Action CoaltIon (SEAC) • Make a
difference today • 5:00 p.m. • Totman Lounge • Every
Tuesday.
UMalne Video Club • Maine Alliance of Student Movie Makers
welcomes all who are interested • Every Tuesday
• 7:00 p.m. • 106E Lord Hail.
Breakfaot at the Ram'. Horn • How abotst a good homemade meal
to start off your day • As much coffee as you can drink
• 7-10 a.m. • $3.00.
Soup Kitchen • Minestrone • Nightly vegetarian meals are served
with salad, fruit, yogurt, coffee, tea and juices. • All you
can eat for $425 • 5:00 - 6.30 p.m. • Damn Yankee,
Memorial Union.
Pally Mao. • 445 p.m. • at the Newman Center.
Maine Peace Action Committee (MPAC) • Come work with us on
the 1651.1es • Every Tuesday • 4:00 p.m. • In the Maples.
Charlie Chaplin Film Series • The Early Films of a screen legend is
a six-part program containing 25 of the 81 flume Chaplin
made during his 60-year film career, covering Chaplin's
work at the Keystone, Eattanay and Mutural Studios from
the years 1914 to 1917 • This weeks' features: The
immigrant; The Adventurer; The Cure; Easy Street
• 2:30-4:30 p.m. • Totman Lounge, Memorial lJnion.
Campus Bible Study • 7:00 p.m. • 3rd fioor chapel, Memorial Union
• Every Thursday.
Maine Review Poetry Readings • The first Tuesday of every month
• 7:00 p.m. • at the Ram's Horn • Come along, bring your
poetry, or just come to listen • all are welcome.
Women in the Curriculum Program Fall 1993 Lunch Serb.
• "Catholic Saints and Cultural Sins: The Cabe of Kateri
Tekakwithe • with E. Anne Larffoon, Assistant Professor of
Speech Communication • 12:15-1:30 p.m. • Bangor Lounge,
Memorial Union.
Non-Traditional Student. (NTS) Topic. • 'Help Stop the Hurt:
Information and Community Resources for Dealing with
Violence in the Home' • with Francine Stark, Spruce Run
• 315 p.m. • Nutter/Commuter Lounge, Memorial Union
• NTS would like to congratuate ten-year-old Obaka Torto,
who won a bird feeder made by Mr. Oliver Larouche • The bus
trip and picnic to Hirunclo were very successful.
The Account. of Luke" • Bruce Kuhn from "Lea Miaerables*
performs a compelling story of politics, love, betrayal and
hone in a one-man show • 7:00 p.m. • Hauck Auditorium
• Tickets. $5.00, $4.00 with UM student ID • Sponsored
by InterVaraity Christian Fellowship.
The Campus Crier is a service provided by ASAP Media Services for students at the University of Maine. It is a
student-run calendar listing inforrnatior on artistic, educational and spiritual programs. it offers free listings for
all student-related events and activities. If you have something going on, take advantage of our services, Write the
date, time, place. cost (if any), arid a short description of the event. Alec attach your organization's name and
number. Send all oubmiselorie or questions In the direction of Kim Roberto, Coordinator, The Campus Crier,
16 Chadbourne Hall or call at 581-4359, The deadline is the Friday before the listings appear.
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• Insurance
International students pay a healthy fee to visit
lo the Editor:
"Hi, Nikanibhani. How may I help
OU?..
"I want talk insurance."
"What about the insurance?"
"The insurance is too big, too much
"Well, that's the cheapest insurance we
could get. It is the ethical and legal re-
sponsibility. of the international programs
to make SUM international students have
adequate coverage while they are here in
the United States "
"No, not true I have fnend in New
York. I telephone. he say only pay $300
for very good insurance. There should he
more expensive in New York. Everything
expensive in New York Many cars in New
York so many people hurt
"We have nothing to do with it New
regulations being implemented by the In-
formation Agency Exchange Visitor Pro-
gram and the U.S. Immigration and Natu-
ralization Services require a significantly
higher level of coverage than can he pro-
vided under the UM plan available for
S students or under other plans avail-
able It doesn't matter where you are For
example, here you could slip or break a
leg in winter You won't believe how ex-
pensive that would cost you.
"Or you get run by moose or eat had
food in Bears Den and get sick."
"We know its a lot of money but that's
the hest we could do."
"How about spouse Why very expen-
sive7
"For maternal reasons."
"What's that?"
"It means when your wife is pregnant
she needs to go to the clinic or hospital for
check-ups and delivery The insurance will
cover that."
"But my wife not pregnant and I have
healthy boy"
"Well, you never know what could hap-
Pen -
"How about man spouse. why the same
amount"
"It averages out."
"Ridiculous! This is ndiculous If you
see me bleed on side of road leave me to
die
•GSS
Votes cast only when they matter
To the Editor
On the front page of the Friday. Oct
1 issue of The Maine Campuc, in the
story about the GSS election, you high-
lighted a quote from an ex-senator who
said basically that if you didn't vote you
had no room to hitch. I wish to suggest
another interpretation of the low turn-
out This being that the low turnout in
not a cause, but a symptom of the stu-
dent government being vets marginal to
the majonty of the students The vast
majority if you take the percentage of
voters into account.
Our elected officials, and I use the
term loosely considering their mandate.
seem to prefer to place the blame on the
electorate Where it belongs is with the
student government. If the things you
did made a mole's hill of a difference to
most of the students, don't you think
that we students would give a damn who
was elected? Instead what we read about
is a lack of quorum in meetings Which
ts probahls better than reading about you
talking for four hours and still not com-
ing to a conclusion about any thing. You
have your own exclusive chit- that no
one really gives a damn al", .. except
you
If you really care about student par-
ticipation in the elective process. I have
a few suggestions that might make it
more of a concern to students on this
campus. The first thing you could do is
to dissolve the GSS. By no stretch of
the imagination can you claim to repre-
sent any one hut your own small cliques
This also has the advantage of saving
the student hods a great deal of money
It seems the one thing you can do well
is spend our money on organizations
that also don't represent a majority of
the electorate But elected "representa-
tives- being what they are. I won't hold
my breath waiting for this one. The next
suggestion would he to make it manda-
tory that to be elected. 3 candidate
would have to poll a minimum percent-
age of the electorate. Five to eight per-
cent won't do it 'The effect of this would
he to force candidates to address issues
that really matter to the electorate This
is what will bring people to the polls.
Not "elected" officials railing at us in
The Maine Campus
Whatever you decide to do. I suspect
it will he nothing It's easier to rail at the
apathetic public than face the truth Stop
blaming the messenger and listen up to
what the messenger has to sas. YOU
DON'T MATTER TO US Until you do,
expect the same results at the polls No
one is going towaste their time on some-
thing that means nothing to them.
David Alves
Orono
• Freedom of expression
Illusion of acceptance masks the hate
To the Editor
As informed students at the [nisei-sits
of Maine. we respect and support the right
to freedom ot speech and expression
Last week, pink and black triangles
were spras painted on sidewalks around
campus in support of gas anti lesbian
pride One of these triangles near Board
man Hall. was altered with the phrase
"God said kill gas
While expression isn't illegal or wrong,
it is disheartening to see such a display of
hatred and bigotry
We tend to live under the illusion that
the I 'niversits of Maine campus is a safe
haven for diversity However, this threat
ot violence IS evidence that the commu
nity has a long path ahead
Eric Chapman
Melissa Famngton
Heather Kenney
hie McIntyre
Melissa McLaughlin
Ken Sewell
Sue Smith
Keep your opinions coming
Letters to the Editor.
should he no longer than 250 words and maty he sent to:
The Maine Campus Suite 7A
5743 Lord Hall Orono, ME 04469-5743
The Maine Campus reserves the right to edit all 
submissions for length, taste and libel
" . . So is it clear that all international
students are required to have a mandatory
insurance? You have got to buy the insur-
ance, unless you have insurance from your
government."
"If I have money I use to sue universi-
ty."
"Well, as long as you know you have to
have the insurance It is a university poli-
cy for all international students and their
dependants to have adequate coverage. By
the way how is your cousin's application
coming along?"
" Bye"
Angson C Dhlakama
President International Student A.so
ciatton
• Art review
New process
gets dosed
consideration
To the Editor.
There are many points with which I
would take issue in Margaret Rogers
Gallery Review fin the Oct 18 issue of
The Maw Campus) Remember — art
is a matter of persona: opinion. Among
them is her view that the show looks
like kids' art and not -college-level art.-
As a participant in the John Scott
workshop On monoprints I'd like to lay
oot some background The workshop
participants were mostly student, who
have done printmaking and drawing or
painting on an advanced level, and the
number and variety of wort produced
in the workshop was extensive.
In large part the wort was collabo-
rative — from two to four people worked
on the pieces When the two-daywork'-
shop concluded. most students took the
wort away. and what was left became a
show in the Graphics Gallery corricla
The idea of the "workshop" was to
Ulm a new technique, not to produce
ART The idea of the "show" was to
demonstrate some results of that learn-
ing process
Most participants took awa% with
them many new ideas. hat more 'moor
tanity. took away the wonderful sere‘e
of exploration that Scott emphasized in
his approach to teaching try new things,
push your boundaries, don't get hung
up on the image learn the possibilities
of the medium. invent
Perhaps in the best sense of kids' art.
this is what kids do But people In Th•,
workshop were adults exploring on ari
adult level, a new process.
Malo Keleshian
Graphic artist
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For Wednesday, October 27
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY: A
restless person with changeable emotions.
SIM may find it difficult to settle down with
one person for long Intellectual rapport,
shared goals and good communication are
essential components of a successful rel,i
lionchip for you Ingenious and resoune-
ful. you've the ability to adapt to changing
situations and turn what would he pry.,1's.
lems for others into advantages for von'
ARILS March 21 - April 191: Call on
your tremendous reserve of energY to make
some maiivr changes during this favorable
influence 1 ou get a fresh start and develop
new momentum. SO get ready for action!
TAURI'S (April 20- May. 201: A sense
of renewal pemwates your act's ities during
this aspect Take this opportunity to shape
a new foundation and make practical chang-
es that will improve personal relationships
GEMINI (May 21 - June 201: (letting
sit and emoying some physical activity is
the hest was to alleviate the stress you feel
about TOM problems with a partner Or-
ganiye a hall game or simply go for a run or
nature walk
(' A Nt'ER (June 21 - July 22): A jovial
atmosphere puts sou in a traveling mood.
start to make plans for a hoet excursion at
the 'Cr, least A getaway with someone
sposial renews youcenthusiasm and gives
sou needed attitude adrusunent.
Uhl) iJuly 23 - Aug. 221: As people
grow, relationships have to accommodate
the changes Being a natural leader. vim
treogni/e this and give those ins IAN ed the
necessary latitude let others remain mired
in the past without t.J
VIRG() Aug. 23- Sept. 221: A recent
f,'le - rr.enal may base thrown you lisi a
little while. but you're not only beginning
to feel comfortahle with our new pan,
you're already finding ways to improve
sour performance'
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): Intnguing
esents and exciting ads entures spice up
soul usual routine. hut sou shouldn't nc
glest practical matters lake care of hum
ness and lay down the law when necessary
to gel your point across
SCORPIO diet. 13 • 'sin. 21): [Ain't
settle for what others see fit to grant sos
demand new responsibilities beyond your
normal limits your loved ones and assoei.
ales will admire y OUT spunk and reward
sou accordingly
SAU.ITTARIUS (No.. 22- Dec. 211: if
%try, are currerillv involved in a romantr5
relationship. now IS the time to take that
nest important step' If you're unattached
tie that forms during this aspect has stay tn
power
l'kriatl)Rs iIler. 12- Jaw. Is): You
and a loved one TB% take a short tnp to
Slit relatives. is you \ I suki begin is: make
concrete plans for a as-alion vou ve hot!-
heen anticipating
(Jan. 20 Feb. 1111: l'oi
receive a thnlling boost when a child or a
pet prowct of %OW, devehips right hi-film
sour eyes' You nla also des-flail" aornc
needed sink-hire fist material possession.
PIM 'Ls itch. 19 - March 211): lick
n 5.iii owner as a solar eslipse shines s't
'its ernetIVISCS of esery descnption a:,,
helps maim changes take place ellortles,
'set wise limns in a health matter
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Your Daily
Horoscope
For Thursday, October 28
IF TODAY IS YOUR RIRTHDAli:
You have the sensitive soul of a poet,
intuitive and deep Although you enjoy
socializing with a wide range of people. it
is only a select few who you would call
friends Your excitement. as well as the
support of friends, helps you through an-
other dilemma
ARIES (March 21 - April 19): Your
goals pass within your reach during this
influence, and they are imminently attain-
able as long as your remain !realistic New
information helps you focus on the true
obstacles you face
TAURUS (April 20- May ME Suc
cess is assured in all yout ventures if every -
one concerned uses common sense Be re
alistic about what you expect from family
and friends thes are cols human and per
haps not as committed as vou
GEMINI IMa y 21 - June 201: Even
though you have a clear vision of exactls
is hat you want, you mas have to enlist the
help of others in order to attain it Coopera-
tion is crucial in this instance, so don't let
your ego do the talking
CAISCF.R tJune 21 -Jul, 221: A stroke
of good fortune puts sou a step ahead of the
pack, but you'll need to learn the ropes.
follois the rules, and wort hard if you want
to sus there' 'The rewards for your efforn
will he well worth it
1,E0 (July 23 • Aug. 22): A recent
discussion about lei ious matters is still on
your mind, prompting an open hearted re-
sponse when a friend turns to vou in a tune
of need Offer support, but don't get sucked
into a no-win situation
VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sep(. 22): Giving
something back to the community can be a
fulfilling experience, so look into volunteer
opportunities and you'll he pleased with
hat you find Make your presence felt
LIBRA iSept. 23- (kt. 22): Don't take
things at face value, as they are not neces-
sanls as they seem By checking references
and comparing quotes. you can save your-
self some major headaches down the road
SCORPIO tOct. 13 - Nes. 211: Chil-
dren thrive undei this nurtunng aspect, mak-
ing sou proud of their hehas sw and accom-
Olishrnents You'll enros a leisurels and
harmonious day treasure it while you can
SAGITTARIt'S (Nos. 22 - Dec. 211:
An unsolicited (Ibsen anon from a parent
ma s upset you, but try to roll with it as hest
as V011 can Get more information before
coming to a conclusion about then mo-
tives
CAPRICORN tD.c. 22 - Jam. Ii):
Don•t feel too hadls about declining a
friend's imitation f it is a huge hassle to
get to Sometimes thmgs are rust more trou-
ble than thes 're so • di. and you could use
the rest
4Q1'ARH7S JaIl 211 • Feb. IS): 'tow
delight in people makes even the most mini
dane of exchanges reason to smile •I no
upbeat mood catches the es e of an attrac-
tive admirer, and thes 're not bashful about
letting snu kr10% It
rIS41.-S Web. - March 20): Fla bur-
dening yoursell %Ph details, if is easa t
o
lose sight of the big picture Pont get s
o
bogged down that you can't emos the butts
of s'0,1If labors Get help a ith the 
small
stuff
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Corrections
To bring a correction to net at-
tention. contact the Editor at 501-
12-1 between the hours of 41 am.
and noon. or 5115p by the office in
thr hasemenl of lord Hall
Personal Astrolog) Consultations IA Telephone
Call 14110-71111-30113 to talk 1-on-I with • prohealetnal iliatrOieersT about your
personal concerts — love sad oornpstabillt7, work, money. claimer,
retattonships. tarntly
Not a tape or computer message, Aetrologetil are available seven dar
t a
smelt rooming through evening at • cost of tZ 519 per minute
, which is billed
to your telephone The first minute la FRKE You must be lff o
r older Call
todsy - 14011-7116-3466
-41
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ArtsForum
What's new
on the Arts
Scene?
In the near future:
Movie: -Per Cermet( 1
Wednesday. Oct 27, 101 Neville Hail.
Admission fee
Movie Benefit: "Black Diamond
Rusk" A Waoen Miller Ski film, 7:30
p.m, Weduesday. Oct 27. Maine Ceuta
for the Arm Adnussiion fee.
River Journey Slide Show: The
Penobscot River keepers* - month-iong
journey covering 230 miles of the Pe-
nobscot River will be chronicled for the
public in a slide presentation, Wednes-
day. Oct. 27. at 8 p.m_ in 100 Neville
Hall. Free
Lecture: 'Realm Potter: A Par-
pose',; Life of Achievement. by lame
Morr.e. ArnerICan !mason officer for the
Fleatrix Potter Society, offered by Fo-
err Library fnends. 3 p m. Thursday.
Oct. 2h. Fogies Library Special Collec-
tions res'
Movie: "Mile." Friday. Oct. 29. at
6:30 a.d 9:15 pm. in 101 trevtile Hall.
Admission
On-going
entertainment
TGIF Music, every Friday. noon.
Bangor Lounge. Union.
Movies from India every Monday.
6:30 p.m_ 101 Neville.
Peace Studies Video Lunch Series.
every Monday, 12:15-1:30 pm. Bangor
Lounge. L. mon..
Maine Review Poetry Realings. first
Tuesday of ever) month. Iliarn*s Horn.
Movie and Lase Music every Thurs-
day . - 30 p m Rain s Han
Charlie Chaplin - The Early Films of a
Screen Legend. the Mod-day Tuesday
Video Program. 2:30-4.30 p in. every
Tuesday. EFA Room, Manorial UniOn.
"Mayo an Boa- k and it7w e. a UMaine
Museum of An exiithit. Oco14-Dec.i.
Hole in the Wall Caller). Memorial
Union
-Theatre Dept Eshibitiort - a UMame
Museum of Art ealubit. through Oct. 31.
Hauck Gallery. Mermaid/ Unarm
Wend\ Mari Maropeuu Workshop."
a UMame Museum of Art extubit. through
No'. 3. 1938 Gallery. Carnegie Hall
-Moreopeirsts The .1 olvi &on Work-
shop. a Muse Museum of AO exht.
through Nov. 8. Graphics Gallery, Me-
mortal Unmet
"Campus Pasorampors Faure. Cm-
Commaimury.' an Insurumomal Maw
Biqa militia through earl', fall. Mama
Hail
'The Art /aside. an ealutio of works
1110ririvoirs of childhood sexual abuse.
=animated by 1Cdthi Wall, program nume
For Mid-Marne Medical Center's Dog-
matic Progrom for Claiid Abuse. Wamm-
ville..to display in the I. MaineMame
of Art. Caroegie Hall. nod-November
throagh January
• Chi-goiog arts and enternunment age
free mins otherwise rioted
• Tom Clancy's latest not worth pouting on the bookshelf
• "Alive" a movie about living and survival
• Sponsoring an event? Want it listed? — x1270
  
  
Head Spins 
By Jeoff Tardi
Staff Writer
Peace Together
Peace Together
Island
,'eace Together is a compilation album
brought to the world of music hy the collab-
oration of two lnsh musicians. Robert Ham-
ilton anti Ali McMorthe These two artists
hose brought together the separated sec-
tions of Ireland in a was that has not hap-
pened in 25-plus years of struggle there
The two met on London in 1986 Both
were musicians. Hamilton from the Dub-
lin. Ireland. band The Fat Lady Sings- and
McMordic from the Belfast. Northern Ire-
land. band "Stiff Little Fingers The two
struck up a fnendship and decided to make
a suit to each other's part of this divided
island
While sacationing together McMorche
and Hamilton both realized the other was
of a different religion. which means es ery -
thing in this small country of Northern
Ireland Up to this point each person's
religious background made no difference.
hut in the contest of the separated nations
of lreland and the North all the old pre tu
dices came into pia) This is where the idea
for Peace Together came about
In some small but meaningful was. Mc-
%tootle and Hamilton were determined to
Make sure other young people in their two
countries did not base to face the same
prejudices both had grown up with
Although the island is commonly re-
ferred to as Ireland. it actually consists of
two very separate countries The majonty of
the island is the Republic of Ireland, which
is an independent nation In the top oght
corner of this island is the country of North-
ern Ireland. which is part of the United
Kingdom and subject to the rules of British
parliament and the Queen of England To-
gether the land the two counties encompass
is no bigger than the state of Maine and yet
this tiny piece of land has been soaked red in
blood for hundreds of years because of reli-
gious differences
During the past seseral decades, there
has been a heavy push to unite the two
countries by a socal and s iolent minority.
the Irish Republican Antis and their polo-
pan'. Sine Fain The crown has re-
sponded by occupying Northern Ireland
with Bntish troops and securing the board-
er between the two lands Despite the sym-
pathies "outsiders- express over has ing a
united Irish nation and the crown relin-
quishing what some refer to as a colon). the
majonty of people in Ireland and Northern
Ireland will tell you this is a unification the
majority of the ,r people don't want
In addition to the division between the
Republic of Irelant' and Northern Ire and.
the Nonh is disided among itself Catho-
lics and Protestants skirmish In the streets
The Catholics are discriminated against
and kept in a lower socio-economic status
by the pookniiiriantly Protestant of British
descent poen-linen! Towns such as Lon-
don-Deny are es en do )(Jed by a wall. much
the same way Berlin was - Catholics on
one side and the Protestants on the other
Bombings and cross-fire are not uncom-
mon to this land where pis ert5 runs ram-
pant and tempers are already exacert.ated
by living conditions
With drive and resolve as their backing.
Hamilton and McMorthe set out to make a
difference Thus, the album "Peace To-
gether" was born
The album standing on its own is a
viable commercial product By combining
many of alternative music's favorite artists
is a sure way to boost album sales Add on
top of this the fact that each of the artists is
releasing a track that is not as adobe any-
where else and one has a good compilation
The icing on the cake, musically speaking.
is that all the tracks are cover versions of
other peoples songs Mix these aspects
together and the buyer will do the rest
There are many benefits this album will
actoese with the money made from sales,
besides enhancing one's own listening plea-
Sure
All the profits. and I mean ALL the
profits. will be used to benefit the youth of
Northei n Ireland by funding a project of
cross-community am% Ines aimed at ex-
panding their tolerance of others view-
points
This project. titled Northern Insh Chil-
dren's Holiday Schemes, sends 20 Catho-
lic y outh and 20 Protestant youth from both
sides of the island of Ireland to a neutral
atmosphere in which the youth spend time
getting to know each other and hopefully
realizing the differences each shares may
not he a had thing The program then brings
the youth hack to their own country Once
a month for the next year this same group is
brought together in each other's country .
one time in Northern Ireland and another
time in the Republic of Ireland
The musk: itself is another benefit of
purchasing this album The artists present
in this compilation are either from England
or Ireland. which brings the issue into the
See PEACE on page 15
• Local music scene
In Your Face wants into your ears
By I. J. Lundy
Staff Writer
Wow' Stage presence' All original
wings' Sounds more like %one ‘ort of ',to-
te...aortal act than an Orono hand. but "In
Your Face- is a surprising hand
"One of ow friends desonhed us a% a
cro.o, between the Sex Pistols and the
Rarnones on a berorn trip.- lead singer Deb
Skase said. putting it in accurate terms
Both of these influences are easily heard
in the Musk of in Your Face as are the early
predator% of rock and roll who, according to
Beam% lome across in guitarist tiudia ca-
lm,. warped versions a t'hiack Berry 's licks
"Its speed-rocL- Morse said, coining a
phrase to avoid toeing categorized
So what would seem so surprising about
another rock band influenced by the
Ramon-0 Although U sine has seen quite
a few over the last couple of years In Your
Face stands alone as the only hand of blood
retati.e, since the Partridge Fano I% Of
course the Ramones never played Partridge
HMO tune. and In N' our Face doesn't play
the songs of either
Joining Beate and( olivms in the hand are
Blesses brother It-eryl. oin dr4m% and sister
Vieiaroc. Quinn's wife, on two. polar As In
Your Face they have been uigether for roughly
two-and-a-half years pLay usemi. Asa nal shows
when the ( were in town from theu
California retreat Sirax the hose mooed
permanently hack to Maine. in Your I-ace has
taken on a new, full-time hie
Both Deb Beate and Quinn Collins hose
Fern irOoked with hands in Orono hefore
Collins played in a punk outfit called %lases
of Liberty, who were harmed from Margar-
ita's because of the moth clientele they
attracted. before joining faxes w oth Beast
to form Zippy Plum
In Your Face came around when NO
realized that their ideas were similar enough
to form a hand of their own
Song writing falls rinmanly upon Quinn
with Deb helping on the lyrical end This
productise cooreration turns out ens 'nigh
ungs so that In Your I- ace finds itself learn-
ing new songs ever', week
"Its nice to help inn-, ido..e new musi...d
ideas Blease said of In Your Face's song
.ntinit hind those .ornmumis members
who are Itio 0% ercome with apathy to check
out come of Orono's original music/
'1 oo had for them" Blease said
If audience members hose a hard time
deciphering lyrics, they may he trying to
read a little too deeply
"The lyrics don't really mean anything
Not es erything needs to be written fn m the
soul.- it lease said and further confided that
tame of their Ism k are complete nonsense
Yet the message Bleme agreed can he
found throughout their songs seems to be
"don't wait s our time, have a good time
sink sou can The hand is conveying this
message quite earl) to scene ACCording in
Beam- they have hen approached scorn:
times atter %Noss to faro who said they found
it easy to relate to the mums
Beare sass In Your ould es entu-
ally like to woe on to play venues in Port-
land. where original music tends to he MCAT
readily ascepted, but until then will enjoy
Orono for what it is worth The hand will
also continue to give their all in concert
"Pour it on all the time, and put on the
hest show you can If you lose it, do it..-
Beare said
The Maine Campus,1
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By Stephen Allan
Volunteer Writer
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mg From the Bookshelf al 
By Stephen Allan
Volunteer Writer
Bulky and overlong. Tom Clancy's lat-
est book will leave many disappointed with
the author. "Without Remorse" (G.P Put-
nam's Sons ) begins promisingly, but quick-
ly sets itself in a rut from which it never
really recovers.
Clancy's gift of research of military and
intelligence agencies of this country is wast-
ed on a very uninspired story. Ilse reason
why most people read Clancy, his intriguing
tales of military. and CIA operations, only
accounts for a small fraction of the book.
The complicated plot involves a char-
acter already lonown to Clancy' s readers as
Mr Clark. the CIA operative who does all
the dirty work Jack Ryan would not be
expected to do. This is the story aClark's
who's real name is John Kelly) initiation
into the CIA.
A former Navy SEAL Kelly is recruit-
ed by a select group of military leaders.
who eventually run the American intelli-
gence ..onimunity • to attempt an operation
into North N. ietriam during the end of the
AT The mission could persuade the U.S.
go%emrnent to invade the North instead of
getting out of the conflict Kelly is sup-
posed to lead a very well trained group of
marines into a secret prison camp run in
part by the Soviets With such an exciting
premise. it's a shame that Clancy doesn'
spend much time on it.
Instead. Clancy is more interested in a
vigilante pica that seems a iCK like the
Charles Bronson movie, "Death Wish."
While the government is getting Kelly ready
for their secret mission into Vietnam, lie
spends his free time on the streets killing
drug dealers to avenge the savage murder
of his girlfriend, who used to be associated
with them.
During all of his killings, he becomes
friends with two doctors and a nurse (the
love interest) who help him by restoring the
health of those women he finds who are
being used and drugged by this vile band of
cretins that Kelly has vowed to give justice.
Clancy wrote about Jack Ryan's start
with the CIA in "Patriot Games." a more
sophisticated and enjoyable novel than this
one "Without Remorse," the start of Clan-
cy • s dark hero, has no style and can be very
unpleasant to one who has liked all of
Clancy's other novels This book is ex-
tremely violent and leaves a disturbing
image to a reader who suffers through the
600-plus page novel
The reader is given a character who has
become a cold-blooded murderer, whom
the reader is asked to cheer for It is a very
difficult thing to do. even if other charac-
ters in the book accept Kelly's deeds_
In all fairness, Kelly does not begin
killing over night. As a military man he has
killed before, but that was in combat situa-
tions in which his victims were enemies of
the United States
Early into the book. Kelly is given the
name of Mr. Clark for his secret military
operations, as well as his future CIA mis-
sions He does go through a sort of meta-
morphosis in which his vigilante killing
spree is his cocoon Toward the end of the
novel he is capable of killing unknown
people for the CIA without much thought
to it He becomes the dark hero, who is self-
proclaimed to be tragic
Once the reader finishes the book, it
almost makes lion or her wish for the return
of the Cold War, so Clancy would have the
resources for a better book.
Peace from page 14
harts of the Mists. bezause they have a
pinowel connection to the strife.
Some of the shining moments on 41 this
albion ncl ode coil aboi amen between L2
Mad Lou Reed covering "Satellite of
Love," Curve and Ian Dory covering Da-
rya "What A Waste" and Billy Bragg.
Andy White& Sinead O'Connor covering
"Religious Persuasion." Therapy? ranakes
the Police classic "Invisible Sun," and
Pop Win Eat Itself industrialize the Peter
Gabriel rune "Games Witham Frontiers."
All tracks revitalize their origriala.
One of the most emotional tracks is
Rolf Harris& Liam O'MarinIsi perform-
ing a song called "When We Were Two
Lank Boys." This song is link more than
these two singing with light piano accom-
panirneot in the background. This track
more than the others brings the listener
into the realm of pain shared by all Irish
people.
The song, "Be Still" consists of two
versions, one with a collaboration of sign-
ers and the other a remit. both notewor-
thy tracks
Each track on Peace logethem is sepa-
rate and notable unto itself. The whole
collection combines forces to entice the
listener into expanding his or her horizons
and !races the listener to peer into the
larger world of music and political mat-
ters across the globe.
Peace Together is an accessible solu-
tion for the music buyer who may not
have heard from all ;Athens bands before.
()re may not like all of the orals con-
tained wit, but there is more to be at
least one song that will bead your ear.
The purehese of Peace Together may
not be more to the buyer than a good
combination of artists on one collectioa.
but, to the people that put together this
collection. Peace Together is a project
that will hopefully make a small differ-
ence in the lives of the Irish people. May-
be music is the solution to some of the
problems that plague human behavior,
hut then again maybe this is just good
music. Sinn this disc.
Sometimes
is ttelpr.
3
Wednesday,
October 27th
Neville Hall
7 pm
Admission
50' w/ID
$3 all others.
Co-Sponsored
by R.O.C.
Ow.
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By Mark Dehmlow
Staff Writer
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New Out On Tape
Hollywood is notonous for its depiction
of the struggle of man against nature The
best of this genre have been th, se movies
based on actual stones, which makes the
characters' struggles even greater because
there are no plot folds into which to escape
"Alive" is such a story, based on a book most
people read in junior high
" Alive" is the story of a rugby team that
has to battle the harsh weather of the Andes
Mountains The team's plane crashes in the
Andes, on their way to a rugby game in Chile
A number of them are killed in the crash
itself, but most of them survive Bad weath-
er conditions and lack of food make the
survivors find themselves in a nasty predic-
ament The:, ration off the food they do have
and try to search for the battenes that power
the radio As conditions worsen and food
dissipates they find themselves without a
choice but to eat the dead members of the
group Meanwhile, the search for the miss-
ing plane is called off ano the passengers
declared dead They organire a small group
to try and find help for themselves
"Alive" is more than a story about a
group of people who has e to overcome their
morals to survive by eating people, although
that aspect of the film is what attracts most
people to it It lc a film about the limits of the
human spint and the retention of hope The
film pits the human spot against the great
god of nature, a separate entity from what
most religions consider to be God.
The opening monologue by John Malk-
ovitch is enticingly powerful and very be-
lievable. That in itself was enough to keep
roe interested in the film There were many
more elements, however, that made the
film good. The cinematography. and film
sequences were excellent The Andes are
so vast the viewer could get lost in them
just by watching the movie The plane
crash and a later as Manche scene were both
very realistic and well done The scenery
was very beautiful, which made it hard to
accept that nature could have such extreme
and harsh moods
The performances all around were good.
The cast was led by Ethan Hawke and had a
perfect mixture of anger, pessimism, hope
and laughter They were convincing be-
cause each characters' tones were ever
changing and their moods unpredictable,
which showed their frustration in clear form.
To put it simply, "Alive" is a good film
because i. is based on a true story which
makes the characters' struggles all that more
extraordinary "Alive" is a good video pick
for those in the mood for adventure and the
preset-'.anon of the human spirit
Carry a gun or other weapon on campus?
Cali Matt Wickenheiser — x1270
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"Alive"- Triumph over adversity. (Courtesy photo.)
M
TGIF
11111 Performing this week
I
MUSIC AND LUNCH
Come listen to music performed by
UM students, faculty and guests
Selected Fridays 12 15 pm. in the
Bangor Lounges. Memorial Unit()
Diane
Roscetti
and
Friends
Sponsored by Memorial Union
the Music Department •
The (Study (Skill Progarn
A series of one-hour seminars designed to offer
helpful tips on improving a variety of your learning
skills.
Program this week
Oct. 27 Writing CA)Ilegc Papers
Robert Whelan
5...n....red rly. Mewor-ruNI I arm and
doe (Mks ,arry.ara, I••••no. of Mara
Wednesdays - 3:15 p.m.
Totman Room
Memorial Union
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SportsNevvs
• NCAA slaps UMaine with 14 game forfeiture for '91-'92
• Red Sox fire three coaches
• Black column: NCAA acted unreasonably
The Campus
SDorts Ticker
UMaine women's soccer
battles to tie.
For the diird time this season the Uni-
versity of Maine women's soccer learn
battled to a 0-0 overtime tie. This time, it
was against the URI Sunday.
The two teams combined for 14 shots,
with UMaine keeper Allison Snooks mak-
ing five saves and the Rams Jen Ernst
stopping four shots.
The shutout was Snooks' fifth of the
season, extending her school record She is
2-0-3 in her five shutouts this season.
UMame. now 2-11-3 on the season.
wraps uj., its schedule Thursday with a
at fis mouth State.
UMaine's Porter. named
NAC Rookie of the Week
University of Maine freshman back
Dawn Porter was named the North Atlantic
Conference Rookie of the Week this week.
Porter had an assist on the game-wiring
goal in Umairbe's 2-1 win over Vermont
Friday .and played a solid game in Umaine s
1-1 ue with Northeastan Sunda
Testeverde injured, Kosar
in as Cleveland QB
CLEVELAND ( AP) -- The Cleveland
Browns' quarterback controversy ended
when X-rays revealed a second-degree
shoulder separation that probably finishes
Vinny Testavenie for the season.
Under NFL rules. once a player is on
injured reserve, he's out for the CL•111011,
including playoffs Bernie Kosar will re-
turn as Cleveland's starter, backed up by
Todd Philara
In two Browns' victories after coach
Bill Belichick benched Kosar. Testavenie
threw five touchdown passes. He was hurt
in the fourth quarter of Sunday's 28-23 win
over Pittsburgh when he got sandwiched
between linebackers Reggie Barnes and
Kes in Greene in to scramble
Clippers sign ex-Piston
Aguirre
LOS ANGELES (API—Free-agent
forward Mad( Aguirre and the Los Angeles
Clippers agreed on a one-year contract.
Aguirre, a 12-year veteran who played
with Detroit and Dallas, should he in uni-
form Tuesday night against Indiana.
Aguirre, 33. who a vera,ged a career- low
9.9 points last season in 51 games with the
Pistons, was waived Oct. 7.
Warriors uire Avery Johnson
OAKLAND. Calif. (AP) — Die Gold-
en State Warriors, looking to shore up their
injury -depleted backcourt. signed Avery
Johnson to a two-year contract.
Johnson, a flee agent, played with San
Antonio last season, hut the Spurs chose not
to re-sign him. Johnson averaged career
highs of 8.7 points and 7.5 assists a game last
season. averaging 27 1 mjnutesin75garnes.
He fills the Warriors' need for a point
guard after all-star Tim Hardaway was lost
for the season with a knee injury. Guard
Samna.% Marciulionis also is out for the
year with a knee injury
NCAA from page I
UMaine coach Shawn Walsh and suspended Black Bear Cal Ingraham in
happier times. (Kiesow photo.)
innocent mistake within our athletic de-
partment."
Since Ingraham would have been eligi-
ble last season, when he led the nation and
set a school-record with 46 goals, the ruling
isn't expected to affect UMaine's national
championship from 1992-93.
it sounds as though UMaine may not be
punished
"I hate to see a student like Cal, or now a
team. penalized for something like this." Daly
said. "It's obvious they weren't trying to ILde
anything, it was just an honest mistake"
Ploszek thought it was just an honest
"If they want to hang that banner in their
arena, they can have it, because we know that
we earned it, and they can't take that away
from us."— UMaine coach Shawn Walsh
However, the decision means the Black
Bears must forfeit five Hockey East wins
from 1991-92, since Ingraham appeared in
all of those games when he should still have
been ineligible.
Subtracting those victories from the
Black Bears league record would mean that
l'Maine would lose its Hockey East regular
season championship to league-runner up
University of New Hampshire, despite the
Black Bears heating UNH by 9-0 and 6-2
scores during that span
"If they (EMI) want to hang that (HE
regular season champions) banner in their
arena, they can have it" Walsh said. "Be-
cause we know that we earned it. and they
can't take that away from us"
According to Ploszek. whether or not
goes up their 1991-92 Hockey
East championship depends upon whether
or not the Hockey East office accepts
Moor's offer of forfeiture at the league's
monthly meeting in late November.
Die way Hockey East Assistant Com-
missioner Ih. Nonni Daly sees the situation.
mistake when he notified the NCAA of the
infraction two weeks ago. Now. he wonders
if he made the right decision.
-There is no way they would have ever
found out," Ploszek said. "The only way
they would have would he if they did a major
investigation of the athletic department, and
you can count on one hand the number of
schools that has ever happened to.
"But you go home and you tell your kids
to he honest and do the right thing, and that's
what we thought we were doing And look
what happened. -
Ingraham, who said that he is scheduled
to talk with NCAA officials Thursday re-
garding an appeal of his suspension, said
that he just wants the whole mess to be over
with.
"I'm just sick of it," he said. "I would
think that they would be a little more lenient
on iny suspension this year since they are
punishing us for my playing two years ago
as well. I can't imagine why they would
punish us again for the same thing. I just
want to play hockey.-
• Column
The NCAA
is a farce
By John Black
Sports Writer
The i niseratyof Maine
Athletic Department must
be scratching its head today,
wondering if honesty really
is the best policy.
After finding a "misinterpretation" in hock-
ey player Cal Ingratuun's 1991 transfer to the
University of Maine from the Air Form Acad-
emy. UMaine immediately brought the mis-
take to the attention of the National Collegiate
Athletic Association.
l'Maine knew they would receive some
sort of penalty from the NCAA But by admit-
ting to the somewhat insignificant mistake
rather than covering up. the school '% adminis-
trators believed that the repen-uss ions wouldn't
he as severe. The best case scenario would be
a two-game suspension for Ingraham. The
worst, 14 It should come as link surprise to
anyone familiar with the workings of the NCAA
that the ruling was de latter_
It firings to mind the question whether or
not UMaine should have made the NCAA
aware of the miscue. Surely it would have
taken the NCAA a long time to find one
transfer mistake, and only then if they had
decided to do an audit of the UMaine athletic
department. Ingraham would have been long
gone by the time a mistake was uncovered by
the NCAA. That is if one was discos ered at all.
Yesterday the NCAA was at it again.
Punishing Ingraham wasn't enough. Now
UMaine must forfeit the first 14 games of the
1991-92 season and possibly the Hockey East
regular-season title from the same season.
Just when you think you've seen it all from
the stooges at the NCAA, they do something
so ndiculous, nobody would ever think it
pcssible. In their words, they misinterpreted
their previous ruling on Ingraham.
This is the University of Maine. not Billy
Bob U. where stretching the rules and break-
ing them is common practice_ UMaine offi-
cials opted to turn themselves in because it was
the honest thing to do
That matters link in the eyes of the NCAA.
A mistake was made and someone would have
to pay In this case double. The unfortunate
loser - b-sraharn
Instead of being on the ice trying to help the
Black Bears as they 'efe--I their national
championship, Ingraham finds himself in the
awkward positron of spectator.
This is Ingraham's senior year and an
unportant time in his hockey career At only
5'4", considered by many to be too small for
the National Hockey League, Ingraham needs
every opportunity he can to attract the atten-
tion of professional scouts
The NCAA wants to a clear that
they're the boss and at any opportunity to flex
their muscles, they will. Honesty will get you
nowhere. With the NCAA you're guilty until
proven guilty.
You did nothing wrong Cal, hui we're
going to have to punish you anyway
Tough luck.
John Black Ls a senior foto-rut/jun major
from Waterville, Maine, who Matto that the
Nek4 is a bigger joke than the- World Wres-
tling Fe,iertztion.
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• Major League Baseball
Giants' Baker named NL manager of the year
NEW YORK (API — Dusty Baker, a
rookie manager who led the San Franckco
Giants to their most victories since 1962 but
Just a second-place finish. was voted Nation-
al League Manager of the Year on Tuesday.
Baker received 15 first-place votes in
balloting by the Baseball Writers Associa-
tion, four more than Jim Fregosi of the NL
hampion Philadelphia Milks. who got II
first-place votes and finished second.
Baker got nine second-place votes and
three thirds for 105 points. Managers receive
five points for first, three for second and one
for third
Fregosi got 11 seconds and four thirds for
92 points. Felipe AIOU of the Montreal Expos
and Bobby Cox of the NL West champion
Atlanta Braves tied for third with 27 points
each
Don Baylor, a rookie manager who took
the expansion Colorado Rockies to a sixth-
place finish in the NE West, received one
third-place vote and one point.
Baker, 44, was hired by the Giants new
owners last Dec. 16 to replace Roger t'raig.
Baker had spent five seasons with the team as
a coach, including the previous four as the
hitting coach.
The Giants led the NL West from May II
to Sept II, when they were overtaken by the
Braves the teams fought down the stretch
and the Giants lost on the season's final day,
when the Dodgers muted them 12-1.
San Francisco became the first team to
win 103 games and not finish first since the
1954 New York Yankees. who finished with
eight fewers victories than Cleveland.
Baker played for nearly 16 seasons with
Atlanta, the Los Angeles Dodgers, San Fran-
cisco an Oakland Athletics, finishing with a
.278 career average. 242 homers and 1,013
RBIs. He played on three NL pennant win-
ners with the Dodgers and was pan of their
World Series championship team in 1981.
• MLB
Will Clark, Otis Nixon head free-agent filings
NEW YORK (API— It didn't take long
for baseball's business season to start.
Will Clark filed for free agency on Mon-
day, Otis Nixon bid goodbye to the Atlanta
Braves and Toronto said so long to Jack
Morris as shopping season began
Clark. Nixon, NL batting champion
Andres Galarraga and Texas first baseman
Rafael Palmeiro and were among 21 players
who opted for free agency on the first day of
the two-week filing period.
The first to file was left-hander Sid Fer-
nandez. disenchanted that the New York
Mets would not give him a multiyear con-
tract worth S3 million a season
Clark. a first baseman who has spent his
entire career with the San Francisco Giants,
is the biggest name among the approximate-
ly 110 players potentially eligible He
slumped to a .283 average this season with
14 homers and 73 RBIs.
"At this point, filing formally is the name
of the game." said his lawyer and agent. Jeff
Moorad "We remain hopeful that a deal
with San Francisco can be worked out.•'
Nixon had a rare player option worth
$2.5 million, hut decided against exercising
it and will seek more in the open market. The
Bras es have hinted they intend to go with
Delon Sanders next season
"I feel real good about it, although some
said !should take w hat I had... N. . insaid • " I
had to feel comfortable about the decision.
and I do. I can only talk to teams I cannot talk
any mune:, 1 have 15 da.s. to vk att.-
Players can't talk money, except with
their former clubs, until Nov. 8. but may
have general discussions with other teams
after they file.
Morris formally found out Monday that
the World Series champion Blue Jays
wouldn't exercise their $5 IS million option
and instead will pay a SI million buyout
Morris. a 38-year-old nght-hander, was just
7-12 this year with a 6.19 ERA. Ligament
damage in his right elbow may end his career
Galarraga hit .370 with 22 homers and
48 RBIs. becoming the first player on an
expansion team to win a batting title the
first baseman. who signed with Colorado
last Nos 16. made 5850,000 this year. in-
cluding 5250.(88) in bonuses
Galaffaga's agent, Jim Brunner, talked
in late September with Rockies general
manager Bob Gerbhan about a new deal_
But no additional talks are scheduled.
"Right now, there's a significant gap."
Bronner said Monday. "If they want to come
hack to us, they have a pretty good idea where
we're at. We have a pretty good idea where
they're at. Hopefully the market will tell us
whether we were right or they were right."
San Francisco pitcher Jim Deshaies, who
declined to exercise a $700,000 player op-
tion, also filed for fret agency. Deshaies was
2-2 with a 4.24 ERA in five games with the
Sec FREE AGENT on page 200
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 Proudly Present 
STUDENT VIDEO NIGHT 
Including:
THE SHOW: This semester's season premiere. (Parts I, II, III) All new comedy produced by
the University of Maine Video Club. Plus RERUNS of the last year's show parts I and II.
U. NETWORK: A collection of television programs produced by Universities from all around
the nation. Come and check out our competition!
WEDNESDAY • OCTOBER 27m
8:00 PM • CHANNEL in
TO BE REBROADCAST SATURDAY. OCTOBER 30T14, 11:00 I'M
Iid111111in -Ada I\ ILION 1111... Ida 11111.
THERE WILL BE A PREMIERE PARTY WITH THE UMAINE VIDEO CLUB WEDNESDAY OCTOBER 27TH AT
7:30 PM IN THE BEAR'S DEN.
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• MLB
Red Sox fire trio of coaches
Burleson, Bumbry and Gale won't be back in '94
BOSTON (AP) — 'Three weeks after
completing their second straight losing sea-
son, the Boston Red Sox have dropped three
coaches and decided not to ofter arbitration
to veteran catcher Tony Pena.
The team, with back-to-back losing sea-
sons for the first time since 1965-66, will not
renew the contracts of pitching coach Rich
Gale, first base coach Al Bumbry and third
base coach Rick Burleson.
"We felt we had to make these changes
because we believed we needed to shake
things up," general manager Lou Gorman
said during club meetings in Fort Myers.
Fla. "This was an organizational decision
that was discussed at length the past week
and we will be hiring new coaches very
shortly.' 
Red Sox spokesman Dick Bresciam said
Monday night the decision to drop the three
coaches does not affect the status of manag-
er Butch Hobson, who is signed through the
end of 1994.
Bumbry had spent six years as Boston's
first base coach and Burleson. a popular Red
Sox shortstop from 1974 to 1980. had 11/2
years at third base. Both were criticized this
season for poor running by the Red Sox that
led to many players being thrown out on the
bases.
Gale had moved with Hobson through
Boston's minor-league system and spent
two seasons as the Red Sox pitching coach
The Red Sox had the second-best learn ERA
in the American League this year despite
disappointing seasons by former Cy Young
Award winners Roger Clemens and Frank
Viola
Pena, who spent the past four seasons
with the Red Sox. has also played for Pitts-
burgh and St. Louis during 13 major-league
seasons. He batted just 181 this season with
19 RBIs.
The Red Sox also refused arbitration to
outfielder Rob Deer, who was obtained from
the Detroit Tigers in an Aug. 21 trade. He
finished the season with a .210 batting aver-
age, with 21 homers and 55 RBIs
Pena and Deer now are free agents.
The club also said that infielders Luis
Ris era and Ernest Riles had filed for free
agency. Rivera hit .208 this season and
Riles, who was used mostly as a pinch-
hitter, hit .189 in 143 at-bats.
• UMaine swimming
Black Bea- swimmers try to
match "coaches' challenge"
From July 24-29 1993, UMaine swim-
ming coach, Jeff Wren. swam from Medway
to Ot ono in the Penobscot River to raise funds
and awareness for the Unisersity of Main
swimming program and the Maine Swim-
ming and Diving Endowment. This effort
raised approximatel.: S16,000 and covered
about 65 miles in six days.
As part of what is ',icing called -Coaches
Challenge Week" a core of UMaine swim-
mers will attempt to match the coaches ef-
forts by swimming 65 i Ules in the pool over
a six day period from October 28-November
2 This will translate int 19.000 yards per
day for six consecutive days, requiting 5-6
hours of swimming. At this point, about a
dozen swimmers have signed up for the at-
tempt.
The swimmers feel that if their 44 year old,
who is not a great swimmer, can accomplish
what he did, they should he able to do the same
thing. They won't have to cope with the cold
water but they will have lobe able to accom-
plish their feat while still maintaining their
class schedule A large portion of the work will
be done on the weekend of October 30-31.
There will be at least two sessions of swim-
ming per day starting at six or seven a.m.
Need Something Printed?
Desktop Publishing and Shareware
JDR Computer Services Call 338-9653
or Send $2.50 For a Catalog to:
JOR
P.O. Box 920
BelLst, ME 04915
3 s• am NI • mmi El swim No me war:mimeo we al=
:Free Delivery!•,
2 Med 14 Inch Pizzas
•with single toppings only:
$9.95
cifnres I I/1/93
i1)I zza King
I 154 Park Ave
I ▪ Orono - Call 866-5505
• UMaine athletics
UMaine sports notebook
STOW. VT- Kerry Brothers and Sean Took (48), 27:56; William Freeman 1491i
Tynan were the top University of Maine 27:58.9.
finishers at Saturday's North Adantic Con-
ference Cross-Country Championships. Upcoming Intramural events:
>rothers placed fifth in the women's Mountain Bike Race; Thursday October
race with a time of 18:45.8. Tynan was 28.4:30 p.m.
fourth at 25:10.9. Black Bear 5K Run; Saturday October
Other top UMaine women finishers, with 30, II a.m.
place in parenthesis. Heather Pola (22), Floor Hockey; Still accepting applica-
19:44; Kate Ringo (31), 20:09.9, Sarah tions thru Friday.
Coulter (34). 20:24.5; Moira Armen (35), Co-Ed Volleyball; Still accepting appli-
20:25.5. cations thru Friday.
Top UMaine men finishers: Sheldon Check the Rec. Sports Office at 140
Young (17), 26:27.5; Preston Noon (46), Memorial Gym or call Thad Dwyer at 581-
27 4-61 David Ir. iite I 47t. 27:4138; Eric 1081 for more information
F—WMEB College Hockey Poll
Team Ranking
1. Lake Superior St.
2. Wisconsin
3. Boston University
4. UMaine
5. RPI
6. Michigan
7. Michigan St.
8. Harvard
9. Michigan Tech
10. Miami (OH)
Points Record Last Week
147 2-0
130 2-0
125 1-0
98 2-0
84 0-0
67 2-0
56 2-0
40 0-0
28 2-0
17 0-2
1
2
3
4
5
6
8
9
6
Others receiving votes: Clarkson 16, Northern Michigan 5,
UNI-1 5, Minnesota 4, Colorado College 3, St. Lawrence 3.
Capture
t h e  
11 7rb rn e ri t
Become a photographer for
',MC down and fill or p AriNjik at )11 1%4 h% and
darkroom experience required Must have own equipment
including a 35mm i:amera with wide or normal lenses and a
telephoto lens and flash These are paid positions Call
Tim at 581 3059 Of visit The Maine Campus in the
hasericnt of lewd Hall
The
Maine
Campus
O.-
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• NFL
NFL decides to delay
expansion announcement
ROSTNIONT, Ill (AP) The NH_
expected to name two new franchises on
Tuesday, dawdled through procedural mat-
ters and delayed making a decision.
Joe Browne. the NFL's vice president
for communications, did not say when an
announcement will he made.
Several sources said an announcement
might not come for two weeks it the club
owners cannot reach an agreement now .
One problem concerns the soling pro-
cess in which both expansion groups must
receive 21 soles from the 28 club owners
One league official, who spoke on the con-
dition he not be identified, said that require-
ment could delay the process.
Another problem concerns the St Louis
group. Sources said the owners want more
time to investigate the outfit's financial
leadership.
So while favorites St. Louis and Char-
lotte. N.C.. along with Baltimore. Memphis.
Tenn.. and Jacksonville. Ha .await a deci-
sion. the owners continue to haggle
The two teams eventualiy selected will
pay an entry fee of 5140 million and begin
play in 1995. The last time the NFL added
new teams was the Seattle Seahawks and
Tampa Bay Buccaneers. for the 1976 season
Representatives of the five finalists began
trooping be I, ire the owners in mid-afternoon.
about an hour later than scheduled
"We didn't really get asked anything
new hull think we clarified some things,"
said 'en) Richardson. representing the Char-
lone -based Carolina Panthers
William Dunavant, who heads the Mem-
phis group, had a surprise tor the ow Jiff% lie
told them that if selected he would pay
5116,375,000 to the league at closing in
mid-November. The league requires onlj,
$42 million down pay ment at that point
That might extend the selection process
even longer given the snag over the St. Louis
entry, which on Monday unveiled a new
ownership group headed by Stan Kroenke, a
shopping center des eloper said to be worth
$500 million
Several league sources said that some
owners wanted to know more about Kroen-
ke, who replaces a group headed by beer
distributor Jerry Clinton While Richard-
son, a former wide receiver for the Balti-
more Colts, has been known to owners and
league officials for six years. Kroenke is still
an unknown commodity
The lobby at the O'Hare Airport hotel
where the meetings are being held was
jammed not only with cameras and reporters
from the five cities but supporters clad in
sweatshirts of the prospective teams. The
most colorful is the Memphis Hound Dogs
ER is Presley's estate is part of the own-
ership group.
• Sexual misconduct?
Florida fires swim'
coach amid controversy
GAINESVILLE, Fla.1AP)- - 'l'heLni me feeling pretty nauseous."
versity of Florida fired women's swim
coach Mitch Ivey amid a planned televi-
sionirpon alleging sexual misconduct with
his swimmers.
Ivey denied the charges after his firing
Monday night. say ing the unis ersity would
rather avoid bad publicity than stand be-
hind its coach.
'les real unfortunate," Ivey told the
Gainesville Sun in a story published today .
"I was told that putting my arm around a
girl and using foul language was deemed
reason enough ...
"Rather than saying they're pleased
with my performance and standing behind
me, they're saying they can't have the had
publicity. It shows you that all of that talk
about l'eam Florida is just baloney. It leaves
The university began its own investiga-
tion after ESPN reporters showed up on
campus three weeks ago to work on a story
for the program "Outside the Lines: Coach-
ing in the '90s.'' It is set to air Friday.
The program's host. Bob Ley, told The
Associated Press Monday the show will
contain allegations of sexual misconduct
against a "world-class coach who has a
history of marrying his athletes and also
of having Sexual relationships with them."
Ley declined to identify the coach be-
cause that segment of the show was unfin-
ished
Florida athletic director Jeremy Foley
said the university is "always proactive
any time we're dealing with issues such as
ESPN was asking about "
Free Agents from page 18
Giants after going 11-13 w ith a 4.41 ERA in
27 starts w ,th the Minnesota Twins.
Palmeiro hit 37 home runs, drose in
105 runs and hatted .295 for the Rangers
He earned a team-high 5-4.55 million this
season
Palmeiro has long said he wants tore-
main with the Rangers. but only if they
meet his price.
'I'm not going to ask for $7 million a
year.' he said. "I'm not the hest player in
baseball. hut I'm up there"
Among other players who filed were
Montreal pitcher Dennis Martine', Houston
pitcher Mark Portugal and Cincinnati third
baseman Chris Sabo
Maine Campus classifieds Stop by the basement of LordHaft for your classified ad.
Male and female models ' e-.v .ng
figure drawinc c,ass Orono S'2 5C.
nr Call 827-0561
ALASKA EMPLOYMENT-Students
needed , Earn up to 52,500+/mo in can
oenes or or fishing vessels Many employ-
ers provide room & board & transporta-
tion No expenence necessary For more
information call (206) 545-4155 ext
A5067
GREEKS + CLUBS-Raise up to $1000 in just
one week ' Fraternity, sororrty • dubs. Plus
$1000 for yourseff! And a FREE T-SHIRT rust
for calling. 1-800-932-0528, ext. 75
Can't find parking for UM Hockey
Games? Season parking spots being
TKE Fraternity. Call 866 -
7569
The Virginia Vegetarian Society --a*
,,orriberS Vegans only, but
l!'.tIc Okay
Car Stereos, alarms-We carry Rock
nation, )VC. more
Soundshapers - 45 Fin, so a,ewer
989 "-..-
JOIN THE FERNALD SNACK BAR
BREAKFAST CLUB! in be
*Ni-•(• ' CL anti 'CC 3C) a i", , order a
and join!
MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL AT THE
BEAR'S DEN. Weekly TAILGATE PARTY
, Iowa.), 99 food speoals start at 6 00 pm
91 Toyota-2 dr, 4 es:, a tires, AM/FM
stereo cassette, 42.000 miles Exc con
dition in and out-S5000 Call 866-4609
Queen size futon with adjustable frame
Like new Only Sat months old 5200 Call
Jennifer 866-7520
Hundreds of CD's-SS each. Sony CDP
591 CD player, $100 MOf stet M1 +
MLAS speake• cable, 530 each Call 581 -
3852 and ask for James
4.6 acres in Wesley. Stlrveyed, soil tested,
close to public B-rarnp-$4,750 866-2336
Med. Dorm fridge. $75 or 8/0 Call
866 7339 
Arcade game-Asterocis Deluxe, no qua'
ters needeo $150 or 13/0 866-7388
Amiga 500 computer-Super resolution,
graphics and killer TUSK and speech Like
super VGA and soundblaster built in, 1
Meg memory, 1 disk drives, color monitor,
over 100 games, animation, and productry-
rty programs Mouse and 2 joystx-ks 5400/
B 0 wdl consider trades Jeff 827 • 7928 
Epson Action 5000, 24 pin printer Less
than 10 months old Includes all manu
als $215 o/bo 581 1272
• • • for Port
)54
Driver ompanion Going 4o Mime
apol ' ' -1 on Nov 14 it interested,
call K" a• 288 3061 until Oct 31 after
that date at 454 3387
Detd
Lost A pair of eye glasses Esitosa.s with
blue metallic frames Would have been
in a black case Lost on Friday the 22nd
Possibly lost in Boardman or Murray
found call Ken at 581-8468 REWARD!
Lost. Blue pearl earring Lost possibly in
or around Hauck If found, call Kathryn
Foley at 581-1246
Lost Honda key attached to small brown
wattet Lost behind Stewart Commons
Call 866-7796, ask for Jen
Lost: Black leather day planner/address
book Lost evening of 10/18 in reference
center area of library If found call 827
6179 Reward offered 
Found: Gold heart locket with inscrip
tion and picture Call x3142, ask for Rita
Found: Black and white (mostly black!)
cat, found on Hilltnr 14 its yours, call
x7535 or x774€
Room for rent-Private country log
home 7 miles to Una! Kitchen & laundry
prryileges $160/month incl utils Non-
smokers Call 817 8281
Male looking for someone to stare
-,), Ar rwt : fs,,!ral'y I> tit, i ml
from campus, on bus route S150,/rno &
1/2 electric & 1/2 heat (oil- $300 a',
year
 
call Choi'. at. lacquee 581 6695 
I
loornmate needed to share a large 2
bed -oo- toss,t • .,se ,/, Orono $200
mu Cali Gayle, 58' 4389
1 bedroom. ktch, Lrg full bath, gas heat,
quiet neighborhood For serous student,
10 minute walk to campus 866-1366
after 4 30
Orono-Available immediately 2 bed-
rooms, heated Centrally located Tel
866-2816
Orono-Unfurnished, 2 BR, 2 story with
garage and washer dry.. hookup $450a
month. Call 866-7816 leave mes
Free Trips & Cash! Call us and find out
how hundreds of students are already
earning FREE "RIPS and CASH
with America's al Spring Break com-
pany! ( noose Cancun, Bahamas, Ja
:naica, Panama. Daytona, or Padre' CA, L
NOW' Take A Break Student Travel
(800) 328 SAVE or (617 424-8222
Spring Break sale! Jamaica, Cancun,
Bahamas, S Padre, Florida, from $109
Book now arid save SSS l Organize smal,
group travel freel Sun Splash Tours 1
800-426-7710
Get spooked at Alpha Gamma Rho's,
Phi Mu's, Beta Theta Pi's, and Delta
Zeta's annual haunted house Thu
10/28, 7 9 pm at Alpha Gamma Rho
Donations accepted for the Childre•
Miracle Network BOO!
